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How We Selected the Best Online Casino 
 
There are a lot of really good online casinos.   My publisher, Silverthorne 
Publications shares the experiences of its customers with many of these casinos in 
several of their publications.  There is no question that there are many online 
casinos where you can play with great confidence that you will be treated fairly. 
 
However, in picking the best online casino I wanted a casino that excelled in many 
different aspects of being an online casino.  Here are the criteria I weighed the 
heaviest in determining which casino should be voted Number One: 
 
1. The games must offer excellent odds.  Our winner offers games with paybacks 

close to 100%.   
 

2. The casino must offer the chance to try their games in practice mode in a no-
hassle and user friendly manner.  This casino bends over backwards to make 
playing in practice mode very easy – you don’t even have to register or 
download any software – just click and start playing! 
 

3. The casino must offer outstanding customer support.  Have you ever had the 
experience of calling for customer support and then waiting for a long time to 
talk to a human being, only to find our the support tech doesn’t know much 
more about solving the problem than you do and doesn’t even speak a brand of 
English that you understand?  Our online pick does all of its support in-house 
and uses well trained knowledgeable persons that will do their best to help you. 
 

4. The casino must still accept US players.  US anti-online gaming laws have 
scared off a number of online casinos.  Not our pick.  You can play here and 
live in the US. 
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5. The casino must offer a realistic bonus.  Too many casinos put so many 
conditions on earning a bonus that very few players ever earn them.  How 
about a straightforward 10% bonus that you can earn with normal play?  Our 
pick offers that. 
 

6. We feel that our number one pick should offer more than casino games.  You 
should be able to participate in sports betting and in a poker room.  And, you 
should be able to do it from one account and have all of your play count 
towards earning the bonus.  Our winner does all of this and does it well! 
 

7. You should be able to pick up $500 for playing there.  Turns out you can in our 
number one pick.   We’ll tell you how. 
 

8. The casino has to be one where we can play and win.  To determine this we 
had our players try numerous of our top choice casinos systems in a number of 
online casinos.  There was one casino that produced the highest and most 
consistent profits! 

 
And the winner is – 
 
Bovada Casino (Bodog for Canada).  Turn the page and find out why. 
 

 
 

Click Here for Instant Access 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJ0NlUPBLg0t2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Part 1. 

Bovada/Bodog  – The 
Absolute Best 

Casino! 
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Games With Excellent Odds 
 
Many online casinos offer games where the odds are a little on the stingy side.  
Not so with Bovada and Bodog.  They offer some of the best odds available 
online. 
 
As a result they probably end up making more than their competitors.  By giving 
their customers a better break they are more likely to earn the long-term good will 
of them – much like the local casinos in Las Vegas that typically offer much better 
odds than the casinos on the Las Vegas Strip! 
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Let me give you some examples of Bovada’s 
odds – 
 
They offer some of the best baccarat games 
around.  You will find Full-Pay Jacks or Better 
returning 99.54%.  In addition there are six other 
video poker games paying over 99%. 
 
Bovada offers single-zero roulette which has 
much better odds than the double-zero version of 
the game. 
 
They also offer two variations of blackjack with a 
house edge under 0.2%. 
 
If you are a poker fan, try their Pick’em Poker 
with a 99.95% payback rate 

 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJxJ2S2XzlgW2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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No-Hassle Practice Games 
 
I am a great believer in using practice games.  There is no easier way to perfect 
your skills and to determine is you like playing in a particular online casino than to 
try it out for a “Free Ride.” 
 
Unfortunately, too many of the online casinos go out of their way to try to grab 
some of your money as their price for getting to practice for free. 
 
First you will have to download their software in order to play.  If they do have a 
game you can play from your browser without a download you are usually asked 
to register an account before you can play.  And, once you register, look out.  They 
will start bombarding you with emails trying to get you to deposit real money. 
 

 
 

Click Here to Instant Access to the Instant Play Games! 
 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLcJwCmtsvKSGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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You’ll have a much different experience with Bovada.  You can play practice 
games in your browser with no download and no registration.  You don’t have to 
give them your email address.  Just click one time and you can practice playing as 
long as you want without registering.  You won’t even be subjected to popups or 
any other types of advertising! 
 
What’s more, you can play as long as you want for free.  The real-money games 
are available if you decide to play them, but you can take you time and practice as 
long as you like. 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJ0NlUPBLg0t2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJ0NlUPBLg0t2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Great Customer Support 
 
Bovada/Bodog offers multiple ways to contact them, including email, by email 
entry form and by toll-free telephone.  Nothing unusual so far – just minimally 
acceptable ways to get in touch. 
 
However, here’s where they shine.  Many other online casinos outsource their 
support.  Not only can it be difficult to get a response, but the process is slow and 
often handled by someone with little understanding of gambling or even English.  
Bovada doesn’t outsource its support.  It is handled in-house by a support staff that 
I have found to be knowledgeable and helpful. 
 
Bovada’s support is handled out of its headquarters in Vancouver, Canada.  If our 
experiences are any indication, you will be pleased with the attention and response 
given to your questions or problems by Bovada’s staff. 
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Bovada Still Accepts US Players 
 
Recent anti-online gambling legislation in the US has scared off many online 
casinos from accepting US players.  Not so with Bovada.  US players can still 
open accounts with Bovada without any restrictions because of US residency.  
 
It is nice to know that Bovada’s management has not been intimidated by what 
some feel is a totally misguided attempt by land-based casinos and hungry 
politicians in the United States to punish online casinos because they offer 
legitimate competition to US casinos and are not subject to US taxing authorities.  
 
Congrats to you guys! 

 
 

 

Bovada or Bodog also accept players from all over the 

world.  It is truly a one-stop gambling experience!

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJ0NlUPBLg0t2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Bovada Offers a Bonus That You Can Really Keep 
 
Getting bonuses used to be one of the most profitable aspects of online gambling.  
However, many customers got to greedy.   They would register multiple times 
with the same casino, using different names to grab what was supposed to be a 
one-time sign up bonus. 
 
Still other customers tried to manipulate requirements of play.  Once many casinos 
started requiring that you play through your deposit a number of times, say ten 
times, before earning your bonus, many players would make opposite bets in craps 
or roulette and try to run up the dollars wagered without giving the casino any real 
action. 
 
As a result, online casino bonuses are no longer handled in a straight forward 
manner by many casinos.  While you’ll get a popup box offering a bonus as soon 
as you visit a casino web site, finding the conditions required to earn the bonus is 
usually buried somewhere in the website and no at all easy to find. 
 
Once you do find the bonus conditions, you will find that just about all games 
except slots are disallowed as counting towards earning the bonus. 
 
Here’s how Bovada handles its bonus – 
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Bovada offers a 10% signup bonus 
on your first deposit, whether your 
play in for their casino, sportsbook 
or poker rooms.  As far as I can 
determine their in no limit on the 
size of the bonus.  If you deposit 
$5,000, you will get a bonus of 
$500. 

 
 
 
Here is how the bonus is earned: 
 
 
 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYK7jPFz2_GrAWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Bovada’s Bonus Playthrough Requirements 
 
Casino Games Play deposit 15x to earn bonus 
Sportsbook Wager deposit one time to earn bonus 
Poker Must earn 3 poker points for each $1 of 

bonus 
 
The only casino games that don’t count towards the wagering requirements to earn 
the bonus are Pontoon, Caribbean 21, and opposites bets (e.g. both red and black 
in roulette, or Pass Line and Don’t Pass at craps). 
 
Bovada’s bonus is a “phantom bonus” meaning that if you attempt to withdraw it 
before you have met the playthrough requirment it disappears from your account. 
 
This means that you can play blackjack, craps, roulette or baccarat and have all of 
your play count towards earning the bonus. 
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Bovada Offers One Stop Shopping for Online Betting 
 
Bovada is a full service online casino offering a casino as well as poker and sports 
betting.  Many other casinos have tacked on poker as an afterthought and it 
shows.  On the other side of the coin, many poker rooms offer inferior online 
casinos.  And few of these sites offer sports betting as well. 
 
But Bovada not only offers all three, but it does each well and it is all integrated.  
You can play all three off of one deposit in one account. 
 
And, all of your wagering, subject to very few limitations (see my discussion 
of Bovada�s bonus), counts towards earning your online bonus. 
 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIUbyPgnoR23mNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIUbyPgnoR23mNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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How to Make $500 Free, Courtesy of Bovada 
 
Because of Bovada’s proven integrity you can be very confident that any money 
you deposit with them will be handled with the utmost care. 
 
Here’s an easy way to pick up $500.  Just deposit $5,000 with Bovada and then 
play blackjack until you have given them enough action to earn the bonus.  If you 
use the Blackjack Attack Strategy you will pick up some substantial winnings to 
which you can add the $500 bonus.   
 
This is a truly painless way of making another $500. 
 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLrFqY59Smih2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Bovada Is Your Best Choice for Online Gambling! 
With the recent launch of an all–new 3D Slots gaming experience, Bovada 
Casino has truly become the best online casino for gamers anywhere. Players can 
test drive the new features by downloading the Casino software to take advantage 
of the full experience, or opt for a test drive by using the Instant Play feature. 
 

 

 
Bovada Casino has something for 
everybody, ranging anywhere from 
Table Games like Blackjack and 
Craps to dozens of unique Slots and 
Video Poker games. There�s no 
shortage of gaming options here, with 
something for every kind of player. 

 
 
The full downloadable Casino comes with the entire collection of games for play 
with practice and real money options, customizable features and best–in–class 
security. 
 
The games at Bovada Casino are broken down into categories, including Table 
Games, Slots, Video Poker, Progressives and specialty games. Moreover, new 
games and special features are constantly being added to the site. 
 
Table games include variations of Blackjack, Roulette, Baccarat, Craps and 
Rummy. Players will find dozens of different Slots available, each with a unique 
theme and betting line options. In terms of poker, players play against the house in 
any of several kinds of styles, including Jacks or Better, Deuces Wild and Joker 
Poker. Progressive games are variations of existing games where players can put 
some money into the jackpot and win it all by hitting the game’s highest payoff. 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKYcq68j8A6gGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKYcq68j8A6gGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Each game has a built-in help menu and tutorial, so it’s easy to jump in and get 
started. Some games, like many of the slots, have bonus mini–games where 
payouts multiply quickly for even larger wins. There’s no rush to learn quickly or 
threats of slowing down others like there is at land–based casinos. 
 
The software is constantly being updated with new games and features, so players 
will never get bored and players are always made aware of the most recent updates 
when they open the software. They can try new games using the play for real 
money options and, if they run out, they can add more immediately at no extra 
cost. 
 
Bovada Casino has an impressive welcome bonus offer, allowing new players to 
benefit from four 100% Match Bonuses up to $500 to play slots, and four 100% 
Match Bonuses up to $250 to play other casino games. Players are given the 
freedom to choose whichever bonus they prefer or, should they want to try 
Bovad’s whole assortment of games, they can opt to redeem both, allowing them 
to get up to $3,000 in bonus chips. Players can also take advantage of great weekly 
promotions such as Happy Hour Thursdays and Blackjack Sundays, amongst 
many others. Players should check out Bovada Casino regularly as there’s always 
a new promotion coming up. 
 
For seasoned casino veterans, the Red Room is the place to be. This invite–only 
program lets players enjoy unprecedented VIP benefits, and they don’t have to 
worry about things like casino etiquette or protecting their chips. 
 
Security at Bovada Casino is taken very seriously. Their world–class system 
protects players’ money at all times, whether their account balances come out to 
two or two thousand dollars. Even when games in–play are interrupted by a 
blackout or power outage, the casino software saves the game, which the player 
can resume when he logs back in later on. 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYL4RlIEftZYM2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYI3q8rANgLGvWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Should anyone run into any discrepancy or issues, players may call the casino’s 
customer service line at 1–866–234–1324, which is available 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. This service team can also be contacted by email from a Web 
form on the Bovada Casino website and players can expect helpful responses 
within hours. 
 
The games at the Bovada Casino use a pseudo random number generator which 
has been evaluated by the Gaming Associates and proved to generate uniformly 
distributed and statistically independent results, further ensuring a fair and unique 
gaming experience for each play of the hand, roll of the dice or pull of the lever. 
 
For those not familiar with some of the more complex games such as Craps, 
Baccarat or Roulette, the casino has a slew of articles with tips and tutorials for 
players to learn from, which means a new game is never off limits. 
 
With dozens of options including the 30–plus new 3D Slot games, excellent 
incentives and promotions, and top notch security, Bovada Casino is a one–stop 
shop for online casino action, morning, noon and night. 
 
 
 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIlr4fq7KlWHWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Bovada Links 

Here are the critical links to Bovada (US Customers and 

Worldwide), Bodog (Canadian Customers), Slots.lv (US Customers 

and Worldwide) and Sports Information (US Customers and 

Worldwide). 

 
Bodog Canada Casino 
 
 
Bodog Casino Casino Mobile 
 
 
Bodog Canada Sport ALL SPORTS Landing Page 
 
 
Bovada Casino 
 
 
Bovada Casino 3D Slots Games List 
 
 
Bovada Casino High Roller Bonus 
 
 
Bovada Casino Instant Play Baccarat 
 
 
Bovada Casino Instant Play Blackjack 
 
 
Bovada Casino Instant Play Bonus Poker 
 
 
Bovada Casino Instant Play Caribbean Stud Poker 
 
 
Bovada Casino Instant Play Craps 
 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJmcN_rcTxTOGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIlr4fq7KlWHWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKJlFHJo85Jd2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKYcq68j8A6gGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYL1zQc7wfVcoGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYI3q8rANgLGvWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLOnjKXCjfabmNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLrFqY59Smih2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLXUHWioGUjmmNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIt7bJsh96TlGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLS-SEqRk4sDWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Bovada Casino Instant Play Deuces Wild 
 
 
Bovada Casino Instant Play Double Bonus Poker 
 
 
Bovada Casino Instant Play European Roulette 
 
 
Bovada Casino Instant Play Jacks or Better 
 
 
Bovada Casino Instant Play Joker Poker 
 
 
Bovada Casino Instant Play Let 'Em Ride 
 
 
Bovada Casino Instant Play Loose Deuces 
 
 
Bovada Casino Instant Play Pai Gow Poker 
 
 
Bovada Casino Instant Play Single Deck Blackjack 
 
 
Bovada Casino Instant Play Tri Card Poker 
 
 
Bovada Casino Mobile Landing Page 
 
 
Bovada Casino Slots Bonus 
 
 
Bovada Homepage 
 
 
Bovada Racebook All Horse Racing Tracks 
 
 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLwFyzdGofsLGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJB-3QWQTiU-GNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJxJ2S2XzlgW2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLsP_BZ5nQwFmNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJo0XmsOuAfs2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJI-D0H9HJ6QWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKuopaGwT6y52Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIjDKo8pL6jY2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYK-ZqBC7EcmQGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKPR5lwTtbLKGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIT_nZEz9H7IGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYK7jPFz2_GrAWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJ0NlUPBLg0t2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJfzxcwbRVYHmNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Bovada Sport ALL SPORTS Landing Page 
 
 
Bovada Sport Arena Football Lines 
 
 
Bovada Sport Motor Sport Formula 1 Betting 
 
 
Bovada Sport NASCAR Landing Page 
 
 
Bovada Sport NBA Basketball Lines 
 
 
Bovada Sport NCAA College Football Betting Lines 
 
 
Bovada Sport NHL Hockey Lines 
 
 
Bovada Sport Soccer 2014 World Cup Group Winners 
 
 
Bovada Sport Soccer Betting Landing Page 
 
 
Bovada Sport UFC Betting Landing Page 
 
 
Downtown Bingo 500% Bonus 
 
 
Slots.LV Homepage 
 
 
Slots.LV Instant Play 
 
 
Slots.LV Mobile Casino 
 
 
Slots.LV Slots Welcome Bonus Landing Page 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIUbyPgnoR23mNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLo3PekdfocU2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKZYZohmoDjpmNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKL0SnolwIJemNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJZjLrgsY4xFWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYK6kIHnNbEOxGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLMnQ72VuL-HWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJT1jlbPXExVmNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYL1ZMcJyzg6b2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKW-oSq4nAJcWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKdGM0iYxhW2mNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIytaKUXYSqfGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJbDOHiGf0iGWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJ9vogD-9VLhmNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLnLmTBeudwEGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Slots.LV Table Games Welcome Bonus Landing Page 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYL4RlIEftZYM2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Bovada Casino Information 

Bovada Casino is an online casino also offering bingo, lottery, and mobile casinos 
licensed in Kahnawake. It is one of 5 online gaming sites owned by Morris Mohawk 
Gaming Group. The site's primary language is English. It supports both downloadable 
software and the ability to place a wager without a download.  

 
Bovada is the rebranded Bodog.com. It offers all of the same outstanding customer 
service and quality service and top notch product that both Bodog.eu and Slots.lv 
continue to offer and is one of a distinct minority of casinos that will accept players from 
almost anywhere in the US and still have a top level reputation. 
 
Links: 
Bovada Casino (US and Worldwide) 
 
Bodog Casino Casino Mobile 
 
Bodog Canada Casino 
 
Bodog Casino Casino Mobile (Canada) 
 
Slots.LV Homepage 
 
 
Software Providers  
Bovada offers a combination of Real Time Gaming (RTG) and Betsoft games in both a 
download and instant play format. Following are some details about the games they offer. 
 
 
Bovada Casino Special Offers 
$3,000 Casino Welcome Bonus!  
 
 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKYcq68j8A6gGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIlr4fq7KlWHWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJmcN_rcTxTOGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIlr4fq7KlWHWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIytaKUXYSqfGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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If you’re looking for excitement, you’ve 
come to the right place. Bovada Casino is 
giving away $3,000 in welcome bonuses, 
allowing you to explore over 150 of their 
crazy Slots and classic casino games! 
 
The great news is that they will be giving 
you eight times the welcome. Choose the 
bonus that works for you and redeem each 
code up to four times!  

 
 
 
Slots Bonus - Bonus Code:SLOTS500 - 100% Bonus Match up to $500 - Redeem 4X 
MAX. 
 
Other Casino Games - Bonus Code:GAMES250 - 100% Match Bonus up to $250 - 
Redeem 4X MAX. 
 
1) Join Bovada and open an account 
2) Make a deposit and redeem one of the bonus codes 
3) Purchase casino chips and instantly collect your Bonus 
 
If you’re looking to try all types of games, redeem both codes and brace yourself for 
some serious casino action! 
T&C's apply. 
 
Blackjack Weekends!  
No matter what you have planned for this weekend, add some Blackjack in the mix and 
score up to $100 in bonus chips! 
For every 200 Casino Points earned playing Blackjack games, from Friday to Sunday, 
you will get a $10 Bonus Casino Chip. - Come back every weekend for another $100. 
 
Note: *Minimum wagering requirement of 20X(bonus amount) must be met before any 
withdrawal. - Other T&C's apply. 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIT_nZEz9H7IGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Happy Hour Thursdays - 100% Match Bonus up to $200!  
Bovada Casino is making your Thursdays a little more tempting with a 2-for-1 Happy 
Hour all day long! 
 
Redeem the Happy Hour match bonus code and Bovada Casino will double your next 
casino chip purchase, dollar for dollar, with a 100% Match Bonus, so you can play more 
of your favorite games. 
 
Slots Bonus Code: HHSLOTS - 100% Match Bonus up to $200 
Other Casino Games Bonus Code: HHCASINO - 100% Match Bonus up to $100 
 
Note: *Minimum wagering requirement of 50X must be met before any withdrawal on 
the Slots bonus. *Minimum wagering requirement of 80X must be met before any 
withdrawal on the Casino Games bonus.  
 

Bovada Casino Owner 
Morris Mohawk Gaming Group  
Kahnawake Office Complex 
Suite 104 
Quebec, Kahnawake 
Canada J0L 1BO 
 
Other sites owned by Morris Mohawk Gaming Group include Bovada Poker, Bovada 
Sportsbook, Bovada Mobile Casino, and Bovada Racebook. 
 
Support & Contact Information 
Customer Service  - service@bovada.lv  
Accounts  - verification@bovada.lv  
Management  - pr@bovada.lv  
Support Option  -  E-mail Entry Form, and Phone. 
Fax - +1 888-743-2269 
Support Line - +1 888-263-0000 
Support Line - +1 866-950-3500 
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Supported Languages 
English 
 
Currencies Accepted 
United States Dollars 
 
Payment Methods 
For Deposits and Withdrawals 
Direct/Local/Fast Bank Transfers  
 
For Deposits Only 
Money Transfer, Verified by Visa, and Visa. 
 
For Withdrawals Only 
Courier Check  
 
Player Location Restrictions 
Only players from the following locations are permitted to play at Bovada Casino:  
 
Africa 
Mayotte   
 
Asia & Middle East 
Philippines   
 
Caribbean 
Antigua and Barbuda,  Bahamas,  Barbados,  Dominica,  Grenada,  Guadeloupe,  Haiti,  
Jamaica,  Martinique,  Montserrat, Puerto Rico,  Saint Kitts and Nevis,  Saint Lucia,  
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines,  Trinidad and Tobago, and U.S. Virgin Islands   
 
Central & South America 
Belize, French Guiana, Guyana, and Suriname   
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France   
 
North America 
Canada, Greenland,  Mexico,  Saint Pierre and Miquelon and United States   
 
Oceania 
American Samoa,  French Polynesia,  Guam,  Marshall Islands,  Micronesia,  New 
Caledonia,  Northern Mariana Islands,  Palau,  Réunion, and Wallis and Futuna   
 
Europe 
 
 
Want to Play From: 
 
US Instant Access 

Canada Instant Access 
 
 
Bovada does not accept registrations from Delaware, Maryland, Nevada, New York, 
and New Jersey.

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKYcq68j8A6gGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJSngtIEyZoM2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Part 2. 
 

Winning at 

Bovada/Bodog Using 

a Perfected System! 
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Playing to Win! 
While some players may gamble online for fun we believe that winning consistently 
should be the main reason to play! 
 
We have pitted a number of our select high-return gambling strategies against Bovada 
and they work! 
 
In fact, players just like you are playing at Bovada right now using one of more of our 
systems and pulling in thousands of dollars a day! 
 
We obviously can’t tell the world of our successes as Bovada wouldn’t tolerate thousands 
of winning players.  However, we have made the decision to reveal this information to a 
few more and that’s where you come in. 
 
In the next few pages we are going to tell you the exact winning systems that other 
players are using right now to beat Bovada. 
 
We have divided this remainder of this book into sections with one section for each 
Bovada game, showing the systems you can use to beat this casino. 
 
These sections are:   
 
Roulette 
 
Craps 
 
Blackjack 
 
Baccarat 
 
Slots 
 
Video Poker 
 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJxJ2S2XzlgW2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLS-SEqRk4sDWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLrFqY59Smih2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLOnjKXCjfabmNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJbDOHiGf0iGWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLXUHWioGUjmmNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Tri-Card Poker 
 
Games with Even-Money Bets (Craps, Roulette, Blackjack and Baccarat) 
 
If you are a serious roulette player and you want to know how to play and win from the 
comfort of home all you have to do is turn to the Roulette Section and pick one or more 
of our perfected winning systems. 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKPR5lwTtbLKGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJ0NlUPBLg0t2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Roulette 
 
 
Bovada offers both American and 
European Roulette.  Of course, the smart 
players always pick the European Single 
Wheel version and this is the version we 
recommend for you. 
 
 

Like Bovada’s other games their roulette game is very realistic.  I usually turn off 
the sound effects when I play and go for speed since time is money and I always 
play with one of our optimized winning systems. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJxJ2S2XzlgW2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Gamblers Bookcase Roulette 
Systems for Bovada/Bodog: 

 
 

Checkmate Roulette 
Announcing the Roulette Breakthrough that the 
Experts Said Couldn’t Be Done –   

A Chess Master has developed a way of 
beating roulette that the casinos are 
powerless to stop.    

  

        

Using Two Unique Attack 
Bets, Checkmate 
Roulette is taking down 
both virtual and land-
based games worldwide! 

 

Our players have won close to seven million 
dollars with this system and our winnings are 
growing larger every day.    
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These players have proven conclusively that –  

“Anyone can learn this system and easily win 
$5,132 to as much as $25,648 every week!   

 
What’s more, you can get started with a total investment 
of $31 and in three days be set for life!  

One of our players plays roulette online at 
Bovada just seven hours a week and nets 
$8,974 making $15 bets!  

Another player has turned his play in a local casino into a 
retirement income even a congressman can’t match –  

He nets $10,265 a week playing no more than 
an hour a day!    

  

 

“This is the most impressive roulette system I 
have ever seen.  I am winning over $20,000 a 
week playing online as a $5 bettor!  

“This is your best yet!” 
Marshall V. – Dayton, Ohio 

  

If you are looking for a 100% proven way to beat roulette 
quickly and easily, then you need look no further –  

The ultimate roulette strategy is now here!  

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJ0NlUPBLg0t2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Watch This Video to 
See How Easy It Is 
to Win $304.50 an 
Hour with 
Checkmate 
Roulette! 

  

I have never seen a more impressive system than Checkmate Roulette!   

Developed by a chess master and designed specifically to beat roulette it is 
taking down roulette games worldwide! 

  

 
“Checkmate Roulette is an incredibly powerful system.  You 
have made winning totally foolproof with your set of player 
cards and the Automatic Roulette Playmaker.  My hat is off 
to you!”  

Matt C. – El Cajon, California 

 

Checkmate Roulette is Like No Other System!   

Relying on two unique Attack Bets this system beats every 
version of roulette offered today.  And, it does it quickly, usually 
in just eight to twenty-one bets! 

At its core is Pattern Master Betting which determines where you place two 
uniquely timed Attack Bets that quickly slice and dice any roulette game! 

Then it adds the power of Strike-Recovery Betting – a bet sizing system 
designed to automatically bet the right amounts at the right times! 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQCju1NbTeU&list=UU8tT6eKqXt_8SK64-vThfOg&feature=share
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Here is Some of What You Can Expect Once You Learn 
this Cutting Edge Strategy –  

• You will be able to start out as a $2 bettor and instantly be making 
$4,272 a week! 
 
 

• You will learn how to set up a weekly income as high as $25,648 a 
week using a total investment of just $31! 
 
 

• You will discover how to use two Attack Bets to virtually eliminate the 
house edge at roulette! 
 
 

• You will gain a proven plan you can use to immediately set up a $10,687 
a week income – in either online or land-based games. 
 
 

• You’ll discover why Checkmate Roulette makes every other roulette 
strategy, system or method completely obsolete with its 
unprecedented ability to match every roulette pattern and perfectly 
time your bets! 

   

Checkmate Roulette Has Already Been Called “the Best 
Money Making System of All Time!”  

Checkmate Roulette offers benefits that can’t be found with any 
other moneymaking venture, gambling system, MLM scheme, 
stock trading system or business opportunity available today. 

• It is easy to use since all you have to do is learn how to place two 
Attack Bets! 
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• It doesn’t require any particular skills to learn and use unlike 
strategies requiring that you have a superior memory or rapidly 
make calculations as you play! 
 

• It is not a strategy that requires a sizable investment - $31 is more 
then enough to set up a plan which will bring in $10,687 a week 
income! 
 

• Unlike other plans, it is 100% as represented – Easy to use, simple to 
learn and proven to be virtually foolproof! 

Checkmate Roulette is a unique strategy using two Attack 
Bets to gain an edge over any roulette game – even double-
zero wheels! 

It uses Pattern Master Betting to pick where to bet.  This is the system that 
the casinos can’t match or beat as proven in over 7,000 games! 
 
It has a fully automatic betting strategy – Strike-Recovery Betting.  This 
strategy is designed to win very quickly.  Yet even though it is an 
aggressive winner, it has one of the best loss prevention systems built into 
it ever created! 
 
Checkmate Roulette is super easy to use.  It comes with a manual filled 
with helpful examples. 
 
On top of that you will get Player Cards set up for many different levels of 
play. 

And, to make winning virtually automatic, you’ll also get the Checkmate 
Roulette Automatic Playmaker which will tell you where to place each bet 
and how much to bet! 

No other strategy can match Checkmate Roulette for power, 
quick wins, safety and ease of use. 

We have one copy reserved just for you.  Get your copy now! 

 

 

http://www.knockoutsystems.com/CheckmateRoulette/
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Fisher Roulette Strategy!Fisher Roulette Strategy!Fisher Roulette Strategy!Fisher Roulette Strategy!    
It has been the goal of roulette players for over 200 
years to find a foolproof way to beat the game.   

Amazingly, the secret was hidden in the back of 
a book on roulette published 84 years ago!  

The Fisher Roulette Strategy contains a previously 
undiscovered secret method that turns the tables on 
the roulette game.  

Conclusive tests prove that you never need to lose at 
roulette again when you use this method.  

I am going to reveal a rock solid way you can use to 
turn $40 into an $8,000 bankroll and then consistently 
make $2,240 an hour playing roulette.  

What’s more, in the next few pages I am going to give 
you proof that you, too, can use the Fisher Roulette 
Strategy to “set yourself up for life!” 
    

I couldn’t believe my eyes when I reviewed our first series of real 
world tests of an 88 year-old roulette system.  
This is a strategy that has never before been released to the public.  As far as I 
can tell, it was never used after 1920 the date of the remarkable document that 
fell into my hands.  

In this day of high speed computer analyses it is easy to assume that 
roulette players playing the game almost 90 years ago used methods that 
are easily eclipsed by modern computer generated algorithms.  

Yet in this case, if you made this assumption you would be dead wrong.  
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People often forget that some of mankind’s greatest accomplishments were the 
results of one man, working alone, without the benefit of computers, calculators, 
research grants, highly paid assistants or any of the other aspects of modern 
research that are considered essential by today’s standards.  

Albert Einstein developed his theory of relativity working by himself.  

Thomas Edison was essentially a one-person shop when he developed the 
incandescent light bulb, as well as the phonograph, motion pictures and a 
whole slew of devices we take for granted.  

Galileo opposed the entire educated world and the almighty church when 
he proposed the then heretical idea that the earth revolves around the sun.  

Even the modern personal computer was born of just a few individuals like 
Steven Jobs, Steve Wozniak, Bill Gates, Paul Allen and John V. 
Blackenbaker, working mostly outside of the establishment.  

In fact, most of the creations that are of the greatest benefit to all of us, 
from the flush toilet, manufactured in the 1880s by Thomas Crapper's 
plumbing company, to the printing press, created by the German goldsmith 
Johannes Gutenberg, were the brain children of loners who had great 
moments of inspiration and then turned these visions into practical 
concepts.  

So, it shouldn’t be a surprise that another individual, Samuel 
Fisher, developed an extraordinary new way of winning at 
roulette.  

We have just finished testing this strategy and I can say, without any 
equivocation, that this roulette strategy is one of the most amazing I have ever 
seen.  

 
Our Tests of this Strategy Prove That When You Use the 
Fisher Roulette Strategy to Play Roulette, You Will Win 
Without Fail.  

I know that this sounds almost impossible to believe, but this is truly a system 
that you can use to play roulette as long as you like without fear of losing.  

We have used this system against every version of roulette offered today 
and found - 
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• It beats the American version of the game which, using the double-
zero wheel, is the hardest version to beat. 
 

• It beats the European version of roulette in all forms offered. 
 

• It beats the single-zero version of roulette found in Atlantic City. 
 

• It beats online roulette hands down. 

 
There is no question that when you use this strategy you will be 
able to – 

• Log on to Bovada or Bodog’s European Roulette games and within 
fifteen minutes bring in a profit of $112! 

• Win more consistently than you can with any other gambling strategy. In 
fact, I will show you how you can use this strategy and never again 
lose a session of roulette! 

• Set up your own roulette business using the Fisher Roulette Strategy 
to power your profits. 

• Set up profit goals and then realistically meet them every week, 
without fail! 

   

Let Me Tell You A Little More About the Fisher Roulette 
Strategy –  

The Fisher Roulette Strategy is designed for even-money bets at roulette.  
By even-money bets, I mean red or black, odd or even and high or low.  
With the exception of the zeros (single zero on European wheels, single 
and double-zeros on American wheels), the even-money bets cover half the 
numbers.  The probability of their occurrence is almost 50%, about like 
flipping a coin.  In the long run you can expect to win and lose roughly the 
same amounts of all even-money bets. 
 
There have been numerous systems designed for even-money bets, such as the 
double up Martingale system, d’Alembert, Ascot, the Labouchere or cancellation 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJxJ2S2XzlgW2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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system, Oscar’s Grind and so on.  All of these systems work for a while and then 
wipe out all of your profits, plus a good chunk of your bankroll when they fail.  

If there were no table limits, even the classic Martingale system would beat 
roulette.  You start by placing a one-unit bet on the table on an even-money bet.  
If you lose, you double your bet.  Let’s say you like to bet on the color Black.  
Assume you continue to bet on Black and Red comes up eight times in a row.  
Your ninth bet would be for $511 (calculated as 1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + 16 +32 +64 +128 
+256 = 511).  You would be placing  $511 on the table to win a $1 profit.  If this 
wager lost also, you would be out $511.   

Most casinos would not let you go even this far.  A casino accepting $1 minimum 
roulette bets would probably have a maximum bet of $250, limiting a Martingale 
to no more than seven levels.  With a $250 limit, you would not be able to make a 
larger bet than $128 without running into the table limit.   

The attraction of the Martingale system is that you will win most of your 
bets.  Unfortunately, setting maximum bets ultimately defeats this system.  
If a casino did not place a maximum on the size of the bets they accepted, 
then using the Martingale system would be a sure way to beat the casinos.  

Samuel Fisher was very aware of betting limits when he designed his roulette 
strategy.  Part of the beauty of it is that it can survive losing runs of eight, 
nine or even ten consecutive losses and still win, while staying well under 
the house betting limits. 

   

  
Fisher’s betting strategy does not use a fixed 
progression for betting, like a Martingale.  In fact 
this system has had no losing runs!  
 

 
Let me repeat this so that you realize the full impact of this statement –   
 
 

When You Use The Fisher Roulette Strategy, You Will 
Never Have a Losing Session!  

I Am 100% Confident That the Fisher Roulette Strategy 
Is The Perfect Profit-Maker For You!  
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There is no downside for you to try out this strategy.  Getting this course is 
like getting a complete Turn-Key business that you can use to make very 
large amounts of money at very low risk of loss!  
 
This amazing package comes with my 100% No-Nonsense Guarantee.  It is 
the best way I know to make sure that this year is the most profitable one 
ever for you!  
 
This is the easiest turn-key strategy I have ever seen.  By all indications it 
may not only be the ultimate “no loss roulette strategy" but the long sought 
Universal Gambling Strategy.  
 
You can try this out at zero risk, even if you are merely curious.  You are 
100% protected by my Iron-Clad Guarantee.  
 
This strategy is perfected, proven and ready to use.  Now it is up to you.  
All you have to do is try it!   
 

Instant Access to Fisher Roulette! 
 

 

http://www.gamblersbookcase.com/FisherRouletteStrategy/i
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The Guderian Progression! 
By Pure Chance I Found a System That Turns the 
Roulette Game Into a Source of High, Consistent 
Profits.  
 

This is a New Way of Playing Roulette 
That Uses the Same Principles the 
German Army used in its Unstoppable 
“Lightning Warfare” Campaigns in World 
War II. 
 

The Guderian Progression is a system that 
is so powerful that even $1 bettors win an 
incredible $1131 an hour playing online!  
 

What’s More, this Strategy not only pulls 
in wins at a blistering fast rate but it has 
a Documented Bet Win Rate of 98.22% 
(documented in long-term testing).  
 

What’s more, it wraps up winning sessions so 
fast that making $2 bets In Bovada’s version of 
European Roulette you can pull in $113 in pure 
profits every three minutes!  
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“This is a breakthrough in roulette play.  I just came back from a 
trip to Las Vegas and I cleaned up using the Guderian 
Progression.  In three days I won $23,000 starting with just $5 
bets.  This is the highest winning strategy I have ever 
experienced!” 
John J. – Downey, California 
 

  
 
  
I am still amazed when I think back on the first time I tried the 
Guderian Progression at Bovada’s European Roulette.  
 
I was making $1 based bets, considered low by most players, yet I was still 
winning over $1,100 an hour!  This was just a hint of the power built into a 
system that has never been released before!  
 
If you have played roulette a while you probably think you’ve seen just about 
every system.  After experiencing frustration with other systems you may have 
become very skeptical thinking that there is no system that can beat roulette.  
 
I want you to keep your mind open to a new possibility.  
   
Imagine that there was a roulette system based on the same 
principles of warfare that almost made the Germans invincible in 
World War II –  
 

Now further imagine that this new way of roulette won 
huge amounts using small bets.  
 
Now, consider that the system won at lightning speed, 
wrapping up wining games every 12 spins!  

   
If you can imagine winning over $1,100 a hour making $1 bets 
then you have begun to appreciate the awesome power of the 
Guderian Progression!  
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Based on the principles of Heinz Guderian’s mechanized warfare strategy no 
other strategy rolls over roulette as easily as this one!    
 

  
 

         

       

Watch How You Can 
Win 98.22% of Time 
Using the Guderian 
Cheat Sheets!   

  
 
 
Our Tests of the Guderian Progression Prove That When 
You Use This Strategy You Are Going to Win Record 
Amounts of Money in the Safest and Easiest Way Ever 
Devised 
 

• The Guderian Progression makes playing roulette for profit so 
simple that anyone who can follow a few rules can win amounts of 
money that previously was just not possible.   

• Players who had never played roulette in either a land-based casino 
or online are pulling in consistent high winnings using what has 
been called “the fastest and safest strategy ever created.”  

   
 
We Have Used this System Against Every Version of 
Roulette Offered Today and Found –  
 

• The Guderian Progression consistently pulls in high profits against 
the American double-zero wheel, considered the hardest version of 
roulette to beat.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Tl-D9RwvwA&feature=share&list=UU8tT6eKqXt_8SK64-vThfOg
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• It easily rolls over the American single-zero wheels found in Atlantic 
City!  

• It soundly defeats the European version of the game!  

• It wins money at such a blazingly fast rate that the biggest complaint 
we have is that the games are too short!  

• It turns land-based roulette into a dependable source of high 
consistent income and has been called “the perfect retirement 
vehicle.”   

• Players just like you are “retiring” on their Sky High Roulette Profits 
made using the Guderian Progression!  

 
 

 
“This strategy is really good.  The Guderian 
Progression is the best roulette system I have ever 
used.   

“I have been playing at Bodog and I just worked my 
way up to $1 bets.  I won over $1,000 my first hour 
at this level!” 

Michael C. – Vancouver, BC Canada  
  

  
There Is No Question Whatsoever That Once You Gain the 
Powerful Edge of the Guderian Progression You Will Be 
Able to –   
 

• Log on to Bovada or Bodog Casinos and within ten minutes bring in 
a profit of $188 (making $1 bets).  

• Win larger amounts more consistently and faster than with any other 
roulette strategy.  

• Easily set up your own high-income roulette profit taking systems 
(we’ll show you exactly how to do this!)  
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• Use roulette play as the ultimate home business, or if you choose to 
travel and play, the ultimate way to travel the world and pay for 
everything playing roulette a couple of times a week!  

  
 
Let Me Tell You a Little More About the Guderian 
Progression –  
 
Based on General Heinz Guderian’s principles of Blitzkrieg 
(lightning warfare) the Guderian Progression sets up winning 
coups with a devastatingly effective 98.22% coup win rate.  

 
A coup is a Net Win at roulette accomplished by setting up 
winning bets.  
 
Bet Combinations are automatically determined by the game 
itself.  The outcome of roulette spins automatically tells you where 
to set up your bets.  

   
The powerful Guderian Progression sets up the right bet amounts 
to match the wagers selected.  
 
The result is a system so powerful that the casinos are helpless 
to stop players using it from easily beating every version of 
roulette!  
 
I Am Confident That Once You Get the Guderian 
Progression Super Package You, Too, Will Quickly Be 
Making $5,000 a Day Playing Roulette!  
 

There is really no downside to trying this strategy.  Getting the 
Guderian Progression is like being handed the keys to the casino. 

Heinz Guderian developed a form of warfare that was unstoppable. 

Now you can use a roulette strategy patterned after his incredible winning 
strategy! 
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The Guderian Progression has been proven to perform by players just like 
you! 

There is no doubt whatsoever that this system will work for you, too! 

  

People Just Like You are 
Winning Thousands of 
Dollars a Day Using tine 
Guderian Progression.  Read 
Their Success Stories! 

  

And, you can try it out without risk.  This superb program is 100% 
guaranteed to perform and is even backed up by my $25,000 
Performance Guarantee! 

The only way you can lose with this strategy is to miss your chance to try 
it. 

Access to the Guderian Progression 

 
 
 
 

http://www.gamblersbookcase.com/GuderianProgression/GudProg-SuccessStories.htm
http://www.gamblersbookcase.com/GuderianProgression/
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Craps 
Bovada offers one of the 
best online versions of 
craps.  The graphics are 
great and the games run 
smoothly.  Bovada offers 
double odds on pass line, 
come, don’t pass and don’t 
come bets.  With 2X odds, 
the house edge on Pass 
Line and Come Bets where 
double odds are taken is 
just 0.00606 (.0606%).   

It you decide to lay odds with a Don’t Pass or Don’t Come bet, the house 
edge is only 0.00455 (.0455%).  These odds are so close to zero that it 
possible to beat the craps game with the proper system and with good 
money management. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLS-SEqRk4sDWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLS-SEqRk4sDWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Gamblers Bookcase Craps 
Systems for Bovada/Bodog: 

 
 

 
 
 

Hunter System for Craps 
 
 
 
  

Get 46 to 1 Odds In Your Favor  
With this Scientifically Based  

Craps System! 
   

Players With No Experience Are Winning 
$7,000 a Day Playing Craps! 
Anyone Who Can Count to Three Can Turn $45 
Into $10,000 In Just 14 Hours With the Russell 
System –  
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The only system that combines fuzzy logic with 
Boolean logic to turn the craps game into an 
unending source of cash for the fortunate few!  

 

     

You’ll Dominate the Craps Game with a 46 to 1 Edge 
Every Time You Play! 
When something is risky it’s sometimes called a “craps shoot. 

Trying to make money consistently playing craps has been compared to 
trying to herd cats 

It’s easier said than done. 

Until now. 

The Hunter System not only tames the craps game but it turns it 
into a game just waiting to pay off the players who know this 
system 

It is the only craps system where you will have odds 
46 to 1 in your favor every time you play! 

   

   

Players With No Experience Are Winning $7,000 a Day 
With the Hunter System! 
If you have been looking for a source of high income with low risk, you can stop 
right here! 

I am going to show you the same system that players just like 
you are using to win $1,000, $2,000, $5,000 even $7,000 a day. 
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Once You Gain the 46 to 1 Edge Using the Hunter System, 
You’ll –  

• Be able to log on to Bovada Casino and set up an income of $4,000 a 
day your first day of play!   
 

• Be able to turn just $45 into $10,000 in just 14 hours of play. 
 

• Be able to set up an income of $2,175 an hour your second day off a 
bankroll of just $90! 
 

• B able to set up a rock solid income of $7,000 a day playing craps! 
 

• Be able to beat any online or land-based craps game so easily you’ll 
have trouble believing it isn’t a dream until you realize all the 
winnings are yours and they are good as gold! 

 

  

     

The Hunter System May Be the Easiest Craps System Ever 
Created! 
Craps is a complicated game.  I have known many blackjack players who 
have never bothered to learn craps because they think it is too 
complicated. 

The Hunter System has changed that. 

Instead of having to learn a number of complex bets, 
players using this system only have to learn two bets. 

That’s it!  Once they learn the Two Key Bets to Craps and then 
use the Hunter System to make these bets they automatically 
beat the game. 

   

In fact, players with no prior experience are quickly moving up to 
winning $7,000 a day with this unique Key Bet-Based approach to 
craps! 

The Hunter System is the easiest craps system ever created! 
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To win, all you have to do is learn a simple set of rules and then learn how 
to make two Critical Bets. 

That’s it.  

 

With the Hunter System there are – 

No Complex Bets 

No Odds bets, Come bets or Place bets. 

No Proposition bets or Field bets. 
 
No Complicated bets you have to instruct the dealer how to 
make. 

Watch this Video to See How Easy It Is to Win $7,000 a Day! 
 

 
We have put together a Complete Craps Winning System that is 
guaranteed to win!  Other players are using it right now to win 
thousands of dollars every day.  It will work for you, too!  
   
This course offers you the best chance to set up a low-hassle, high-income 
life style.  
   
It is complete and ready to perform.  
   
The only piece missing is you!    
   
 
You can try out the Hunter System on a Risk-Free basis for a FULL YEAR.  
And, I am so sure of your success that I Guarantee that you will make at 
least $25,000!  

Click Through to the Special Report Right Now! 

  

 

http://youtu.be/WzDzhYk7z8c
http://www.gamblersbookcase.com/HunterSystem/
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Knockout Craps!Knockout Craps!Knockout Craps!Knockout Craps! 
 Knockout Craps Wins No 

Matter What Happens at the 
Table.  

   

We Took the World’s Best Craps Numbers 
System.   

Then we combined it with the Number One System 
for Playing the Percentages!  

The Result is a System That Knocks Out the Craps 
Game!  

   

The Craps Game Will Never Be the Same!  Anyone 
Using Knockout Craps Can Start With $60 and Turn it 

Into $5,000 in Just 13 Hours.  

  Here’s Your Chance to Knock the Casinos Out Every 
Time you Play Craps!  
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“Knockout Craps is the most amazing craps system I have ever 
seen.  I won $2,452 my first time out and I have been winning 
ever since!” 
 
Mike S. – North Platte, Nebraska 

   

     

Here’s How Knockout Craps Works In Your Favor –  

You will only make a few carefully defined bets at the craps table.   

These bets are set up in such a way that you will be playing the Craps 
Numbers and at the same time setting up Percentage Plus Bets where you 
will always be favored to win.  

   

The result is a system that delivers explosive profits no matter 
what the table does!  

Percentage Plus Betting is a Maximum Advantage 
System where you will always have an edge over the 
house!  

And, the Numbers Bets blow all other “numbers 
systems” out of the water with their near perfect win 
record!  

   

Combined, they simply bulldoze over any craps game offered 
today!  

Once you start using Knockout Craps, which has the full power of 
both systems, you are going to be astounded at how fast and 
easily you win!  
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Here Are Just a Few Examples of What You Can Expect 
as a Knockout Craps Player –  

You can get started with as little as $60 and instantly win $90 an 
hour!  

Then by stepping up your bets you can turn $60 into $5,000 in 
just 13 hours!  

  

     

See How Easy It Is to 
Win $902 an Hour 
with Knockout Craps! 

 

Knockout Craps beats every version of craps offered today !  
 
It is the highest percentage winner for playing the numbers in 
craps!    
It gains and keeps an advantage over the house with every 
round of betting!  

It is the safest way to win at craps ever created!  

It is the best system for players who want to win consistently.  

It is the best system for professional gamblers who want to 
play craps for high stakes  
It is the best all around system for beating all versions of 
craps offered today!  
 
And, it never loses a session.  Not even one!  

   
You can try Knockout Craps for a Full Year with all of the risk on me.  If you 
are unhappy with the system for any reason, just send me an email for a 

http://youtu.be/hj9B7cXTo4A
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prompt and courteous refund! 
 

What’s more, it doesn’t matter where you play –  

You’ll be a terror at any land-based craps game!  

And, you’ll turn online craps into an unending source of cash on demand!   
Knockout Craps is a stunning performer at Bovada Casino! 

You’ll be able to tie any craps game into knots no matter where you play!  

   

There is no doubt that once you gain the overpowering edge of 
Knockout Craps, you’ll beat every craps games cold in the 
slickest manner ever created!  

That’s why I have no qualms in telling you-  

“You will easily win $5,000 a day using Knockout 
Craps!”  

Act Now and Gain the Power of the  
“$5,000 a Day No-Loss Craps System!”  

 

http://www.knockoutcrapssystem.com/
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Target 7 Craps!Target 7 Craps!Target 7 Craps!Target 7 Craps!    
Are You Ready to Discover the 
Awesome Winning Power of this 
Breakthrough New Craps 
Strategy? 
 
How Would You Like to Be Able to Make $420 Every 
Five Minutes You Spend Online? 
 
Or, What About Making $5,000 Or More Every Day Using a 
Proven Ultra High-Performance Strategy That Beats the Craps 
Game Cold? 
 
 
 
Let me tell you why this is critically important to you –  
 
Craps is the most favorable casino game offered today.  Fortunes 
can literally be made in the shortest time of any casino game.  
 
Yet, it is a game filled with so many pitfalls that 95% of all craps 
players end up losers.  
Until now.  A retired mathematics professor and a premier world 
class stock trader have combined their unique insight to create – 
Target 7 Craps – the world’s Ultimate Craps System.  
 
Even if you are not a craps player, you must read on to discover 
how you can use this foolproof, tested and proven strategy to win 
a fortune off the casinos as easily as you read this message! 
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“The Target 7 Craps system is by far your best system.  It has everything 
–  

“It is easy to learn and  

“It is a very reliable winner.  
 
”I am playing primarily online at Bovada.  I have consistently been making 
$12K to $15K a week with this strategy.” 
 
Les T. – Tyler, Texas 

  
 
 
  
  
Target 7 Craps captures the power of sevens and turns 
this power into the most consistent and reliable craps 
strategy we have ever seen! 
 

••••         It makes money off cold tables where shooters quickly fail to 
make their points. 
 
 

••••         It makes money off choppy tables where shooters 
occasionally make their points. 
 
 

••••         It can quickly win a fortune whenever a shooter is able to hold 
the dice and continue for a long shoot.  

   
  
Target 7 Craps Soundly Beats Craps Everywhere It Is 
Played! 
 
It is 100% certain that when you use the Target 7 Craps Strategy you will 
consistently win at craps everywhere it is offered.   
 
And, this is not just my opinion.  This is a proven fact, backed up by 3,851 
carefully documented games played in both land-based and online craps 
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games! 
 
We have tested the system so thoroughly and under so many different 
conditions, that there is not even a shadow of a doubt that this strategy is the 
ultimate high performance gambling strategy!  
 
 What’s more, Target 7 Craps is so good that it quickly pulls money off of 
every craps game found today!    
 

••••         The Target 7 Craps strategy is excellent for low level betting, 
such as games found in downtown Las Vegas, Reno and 
Laughlin. 
 
 

••••         It is the best strategy ever devised to beat the craps games 
offered in Native American casinos. 
 
 

••••         It has been thoroughly tested against international games in 
the UK and Canada and it simply overpowers these games. 
 
 

••••         And, when you wager with higher bets you can easily make 
$10,000 a day!  

 
So far, I have mentioned the variety of craps games we played in brick and 
mortar casinos. However, Target 7 Craps is much more than a winning strategy 
for craps played in land-based casinos . . . 
  
 
 
Target 7 Craps is Also the Ultimate Gambling Strategy for 
Beating the Online Casinos. 
 
Online craps is not as popular as online blackjack or roulette.  
 
Maybe it is just too confusing to play.  Or maybe it is just not exciting enough to 
compete with the land-based games.  
 
However, once you gain the power of Target 7 Craps you can win huge amounts 
of money almost effortlessly playing at Bovada’s version of online craps! 
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Our long-term play against Bovada and Bodog proves conclusively that 
using the Target 7 Craps strategy online may be the most solid money-
maker to be found today!  
 

••••         We have used Target 7 Craps to win huge amounts of money 
online easily and reliably. 
 
 

••••         We have played in many different casinos against numerous 
brands of software, and there is no doubt that the strategy 
beats every version of online craps! 
 
 

••••         And, unlike even the best blackjack, roulette or baccarat 
systems, this strategy produces the most consistent winnings 
possible.   

   
What is even more exciting of all is how fast you will win money playing 
craps online at Bovada or Bodog –  
  
 
Our Players Easily Win $420 Every Five Minutes Playing 
Craps at Bovada! 
 
Do you have an extra five minutes?  You could spend it going for another 
cup of coffee or talking to a fellow worker.  Or you could sign on to Bovada 
or Bodog and win $420.  
 
Sounds like a no-brainer to me.  
 
Because the Target 7 Craps strategy is so reliable, I can make this 
statement with absolute confidence backed up by the thousands of times 
we did just this playing craps at Bovada! 
 
However, you don’t have to stop at five minutes play online.  If you can put in 
half an hour playing at this same level, you’ll make $2,522 in pure profits. 
 
But, why stop there?  If you can afford to spend just one hour a day playing 
craps at Bovada, following my instructions and using Target 7 Craps, then I 
guarantee that you will average making $5,045 every day in pure profits you 
can take to the bank (or keep under your mattress – your choice!) 

 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLS-SEqRk4sDWNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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I Am Absolutely Certain That You Will Make a Lot of Money 
Using Target 7 Craps!  
 
I know that you will be as excited as our other players using this 
breakthrough new approach to beating craps. 
 
It is the safest, fastest and easiest way to make money ever created.  
Getting this course is really like getting a complete business ready to set 
up, run and pull in fast profits. 
 
Everything I have shared in this report is 100% true and accurate.   
 
However, I want to make trying this strategy 100% Risk-Free for you.   
 
That’s why I am backing up my words with deeds – 
 
If you are ever unhappy with this strategy, just send me an email and ask 
for your money back.   I will make sure that you are refunded every single 
penny! 

Get Started Now! 

 
 

http://www.gamblersbookcase.com/Target7Craps/
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Blackjack 
 
 

Bovada offers a four different 
blackjack games in their 
Flash casinos. Rules 
common to all four blackjack 
games are: 

      

• Blackjack pays 3 to 2. 

• Double after split allowed. 

• Re-splitting aces not allowed 

• . 
 
The following table shows the variable rules, limits, and house edge of 
each game. The house edge is based on total-dependent basic strategy and 
a shuffle after each hand. Bovada Blackjack 

Decks 
Peek at 

Hole 
Card 

Soft 
17 Surrender Double Minimum

Bet 
Maximum 

Bet 
House 
Edge 

1 Yes Hit N Any two 
cards 25 300 0.05% 

2 Yes Stand N Any two 
cards 10 250 0.43% 

6 Yes Hit N Any two 
cards 1 500 0.38% 

6 No Stand Y 9 to 11 1 500 0.30% 
 
 
Alongside these conventional blackjack games Bovada offers Zappit 
Blackjack, a variant created by Geoff Hall that allows you to replace hard 
15, 16 and 17 hands in exchange for the dealer pushing any hand if they 
have a total of 22. 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLrFqY59Smih2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Gamblers Bookcase Blackjack 
Systems for Bovada/Bodog: 
 

 
 
 

Bulgarian Trap Strategy    
The Bulgarian Trap is a New Way of Playing 
Blackjack That Overwhelms the Casinos. 
 

Based on a Winning Texas Holdem Strategy 
It Forces the Dealer to Bet More When He Is 
Weakest!  

It Traps the Dealers (Even in Online Games) 
and Turns Blackjack Into a Source of 
Consistent High Profits for Any Player Who 
Knows this New Way of Playing! 
 

Developed by a scientist from Sofia, 
Bulgaria, It Wins a Stunning 97% of All 
Sessions (Documented in Long-Term Play! 
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If You Can Spare $30 You Can 
Easily Pull In $5,000 a Day Using 
the Bulgarian Trap!  

  

   

 
“It’s unstoppable,” says Alan 
Reece, professional blackjack 
player. 
 
“The highest profit blackjack 
system ever created,” states Scott 
Blackwell, who just quit his job to 
play blackjack using this amazing 
new strategy. 

  

 

How good would you feel if you consistently 
made $1,334 an hour sitting in front of your 
home computer? 

What if you could play in any land-based blackjack game 
and be 100% confident that you would net $1,779 every 
hour you played? 

What if I told you that dozens of people just like you are now pulling in 
huge winnings using a never before released blackjack strategy? 

In addition, what if I added that you can use this new “super strategy” and 
win virtually automatically because it is so easy to use? 

And, the most amazing thing of all is that it takes almost no money to get 
started.  If you’ve got $30 you have what it takes to win a fortune playing 
blackjack!   
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The Bulgarian Trap was developed by Stefan Petrov, a scientist who lives 
in Sofia, Bulgaria.  It uses a totally new style of play called “dealer 
trapping” to turn any blackjack game into a source of high profits that are 
yours for the asking! 
 

    

Tired of Losing?  
Watch How the 
Bulgarian Trap Rolls 
Over the Casinos 
With Its 97% Win 
Rate! 

   

 

Here’s what we found when we tested this strategy –  

• The Bulgarian Trap has a sky high win rate of 96.67%, verified in 
long-term testing against real casinos! 
 

• Online Players easily win $6,712 a day “trapping” the computer 
controlled online games! 
 

• Casino Players who actively use the strategy win $3,768 a day 
playing just a few hours a day!  

• It doesn’t take much money to set up - $30 is all it takes to get 
started playing and winning online! 

 
Everything I am going to share with you in this report is based on 
thousands of real blackjack games played by people just like 
you.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Y7ZbluIUPw&list=UU8tT6eKqXt_8SK64-vThfOg&feature=share
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“Playing Blackjack with the Bulgarian Trap is the best way to 
make money I have ever seen.  I have paid for two trips to Las 
Vegas using it.  I also play at Bovada and clear from $7,000 to 
$9,000 every week.   
   
“I taught my wife to use it and she too is playing online.  She 
just hit her first $10,000 in winnings and is thrilled with your 
strategy.” 
  
Chase M. – New Brunswick, New Jersey 
   

    
 
Why the Bulgarian Trap is so Deadly to the Casinos  

 
Before I go any further I want you to know that using 
the Bulgarian Trap in any blackjack game is akin to 
carrying a deadly weapon.  
 
It is so powerful and so effective that you will take money from 
any blackjack game in any casino where you play.  
 
And, when I say, “any blackjack game in any casino,” I mean just 
that.  
  
Unlike Other Strategies the Bulgarian Trap is Simple and 
100% Automatic! 

Most Blackjack Strategies are very complex.  They 
may have hundreds of different rules for playing each 
hand and equally complicated rules for deciding how 
much to bet. 

 
The Bulgarian Trap is nothing like that!  It uses one highly 
simplified playing strategy that works for all blackjack games.  

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLrFqY59Smih2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Then it sets up traps that force the casino to bet more when it is less likely 
to win.  
Instead of being complex, it is simple! 

This approach is unlike any other blackjack strategy – 

Over the past 30 years blackjack strategies have gotten more and more 
complicated. 

There are entire books devoted to a single strategy. 

They are filled with page after page of complex charts and calculations you 
are supposed to make when you play blackjack. 

The truth of the matter is that many of these strategies are so complex only 
a computer could use them.  

  

 
“The Bulgarian Trap Strategy is a superior strategy.  I had 
just about given up on playing blackjack because of casino 
rules changes like using continuous shuffling machines and 
reducing blackjack payoffs to just 6 to 5.   

“With the Bulgarian Trap these rule changes don’t 
seem to matter.  I have been consistently beating 
six to eight deck games with every house favorable 
rule in place.   

“Anyone who gave up blackjack in disgust needs to try it 
with the Bulgarian Trap Strategy.  They will love it!” 
 
Sam T. -  St Paul, Minnesota 
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The Bulgarian Trap is Nothing Like Any of These Other 
Strategies. 
 
It is short and easy to learn.  If you know nothing about blackjack it will 
take you less than an hour to learn enough to start winning. 
 
No judgment is required.  Most blackjack strategies have you constantly 
trying to second guess the game.  If the dealer shows this you must do 
that, but only if the dealer hasn’t  . . . (fill in the blank). 

With the Bulgarian Trap you will learn just a few simple rules that never 
change.  What’s more, you can take these rules with you on a Pocket-sized 
Strategy Playing Card which summarizes this simple but powerful strategy! 
 
There is no card tracking, or card counting at all.  When you use the 
Bulgarian Trap you won’t have to count any cards.  You won’t have to try to 
track a clump of cards through a shuffle.  All you have to do is start playing 
using this proven universal blackjack beater! 

The playing strategy never changes.  Blackjack professionals would like to 
have you learn a different playing strategy (usually called “Basic Strategy”) 
for each version of blackjack.  This might not be too bad if you always 
played the same game in the same casino and the casino never varied its 
rules.  But, life doesn’t work like this.  You might want to play in a different 
game.  

Oops, you have to learn another playing strategy!  

The Bulgarian Trap uses one simple, but deadly effective, playing strategy 
that works with every version of blackjack! 

What’s more, it is much easier to learn than any of the other so-called 
Basic Strategies floating around. 

  

With the Bulgarian Trap You Will Never Have to Change 
Your Game to Try to Match the Flow of Any Blackjack 
Game.  
Many blackjack strategies have multiple rules on how you will 
change your bets and even your playing strategy throughout a 
game.  Whether you are tracking shuffles, tracking cards or using 
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some sort of progression, you will constantly be second guessing 
the game and trying to get an edge. 

If these approaches to beating blackjack were really that effective, why 
don’t we see more blackjack millionaires? 
 
I think you know the answer.  When these systems call for you to zig, the 
chances are the dealer has already zagged.  A perfect example of this is 
card counting.  The theory is that by keeping track of cards played you will 
have a good idea of cards remaining unplayed.  

This makes sense if the casinos would cooperate.  But they don’t.  Many 
times as soon as a card counter raises his bet, the dealer will shuffle the 
cards. 
 
Even if the dealer doesn’t shuffle, there is still no guarantee that the player 
will get the cards he wants. 

And so the player using one of these strategies is thwarted.  The player 
zigs, the dealer zags and the player loses again. 
 
Now, the experts won’t like this but this is pretty much how it goes with 
just about any blackjack strategy, system or method. 

And, making the systems more complex has really not solved the problem.  
Every one of these systems is trying to predict the future and having you 
adjust your play for some possible future event.   

Have you ever heard the expression, “Just announce your plans 
and watch God laugh?” 

It seems totally bizarre that none of these experts 
ever figured out that maybe they were on the wrong 
track and that no matter how complex their systems 
became, they were never going to be all that accurate 
in predicting the future. 

 

You Will Experience Instant Profits Using the Bulgarian 
Trap . . .    
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Unlike some moneymaking methods that require weeks and even 
months to produce a profit (or never produce a profit at all), you 
can start making money with this incredible package as soon as 
you get it. 

All you have to do is turn to the Quick Start Guide and go to the 
Strategy Summary.  Everything is summarized and ready for your 
use. 
 
 
Get online, log onto Bovada Casino and you can start pulling in winnings in 
the first five minutes! 
 
If you are more cautious, you can practice for a while in "play mode" and 
prove to yourself just how profitable this strategy is. 

My point is, once you get this package you can start making 
money immediately. 

And, because you can get started online for as little as $30, there will be 
nothing to hold you back. 

If you have ever truly wanted to work for yourself from home, then there is no 
better program than this one. 

I urge you to get started now. I know you will be totally delighted with how easy it 
is to learn. 

An hour from now, you can still be stuck in the same old rut.  

Or, you can be rapidly building profits just like my student Sue L. from 
Dallas, Texas.    

Here's what Sue says – 

“The Bulgarian Trap is your best system ever.  I have won 
$52,000 in five weeks playing blackjack online." 

Yours for joining us in making huge profits off blackjack 
wherever it is played! 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLrFqY59Smih2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Grab your copy of the  
Bulgarian Trap Course while you still can! 

 

 

http://www.gamblersbookcase.com/BulgarianTrap/
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Blackjack Attack Strategy    
The "Rhythm of the Cards Method" Is the 
Greatest Innovation in Blackjack Play in 50 
Years!" 

With this strategy, you will make higher profits 
with less risk, with a low investment and great 
consistency. You are about to discover how this 
same strategy will give you huge profits and help 
you set up "profits beyond your wildest dreams." 

  

"Make $158 for every ten minutes you spend 
playing blackjack at Bovada Casino. You can do 
this quickly, easily, and at your own pace with 
no outside pressure." 

  

On the next few pages I am going to reveal 
exactly how you can set up a large nonstop 
source of high income that you can tap into 
whenever you want. 

If You Are Tired of Shopworn Systems 
and Schemes That Fail and Are Ready to 
Plug Into a Virtually Unstoppable River 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLrFqY59Smih2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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of Profits, Then This Time Sensitive 
Advice is For You! 

 
"I am convinced that this is the number one 
moneymaking strategy in the world today!" 
  

 
"I have been using the Blackjack Attack Strategy with good success. I 
strictly play at Bovada and have done very well. 

"This is an excellent system. I average making from $1,400 to $1,650 a 
day for three hours play. 

"Needless to say, my financial status is much improved since I starting using 
this strategy." 

Ron B. – Gig Harbor, Washington 

  
  
If you are frustrated with MLM schemes, mail order and Internet marketing 
strategies or if you have bought into over-inflated business opportunities 
only to watch them fail, you must read this special report. 
 
In it I am going to reveal a new and previously unknown strategy that beats 
anything else you may have tried. 
 
And, once you learn it you will be able to make extraordinary amounts of 
money anytime you want. 
 
What’s more, it takes almost no money to get started and can be learned in 
about thirty minutes! 
 
And, it is backed by the strongest Performance Guarantee you will ever 
see. 
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The Blackjack Attack 
Strategy is a new way of 
playing and winning at 
blackjack.  It is based on a 
natural way to beating any 
blackjack game using the 
Rhythm of the Cards! 
See It in Action Now! 
 

   

 
If you are like me, you are very skeptical of anyone promising an easy way 
to make money. Most of the time these schemes are neither easy nor do 
they make any money. That’s why I am going to furnish you lots of proof 
that everything in this report is 100% true and well documented. 
 
I realize you don’t know me, yet, but I hate to think of you wasting another year of 
your life and thousands of dollars trying to make more money using methods that 
are bound to fail. Regardless of what many slick promoters tell you, finding a truly 
reliable way to make money is fraught with danger and is a lot more difficult than 
they ever admit. 
 
I want to share with you my extraordinary discovery of how to beat the 
blackjack game using my unique "Rhythm of the Cards Method." 
 
 
This is a Bulletproof Way of Play That Beats Every Version 
of Blackjack Now Being Offered.  
 
When you use it, you will have a proven moneymaker than is 
100% certain to succeed and is guaranteed never to fail! 
 
I am talking about a 100% tested and proven way that shows . . . 

• How you can log onto Bovada or Bodog Casino within ten minutes 
pull in a Net Profit of $158! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPrsVov-3tA&feature=share&list=UU8tT6eKqXt_8SK64-vThfOg
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• How my protegees and I use this very same system to make regular 
incomes, sometimes higher than $10,000 a week of pure profits, 
without any employees, offices, overhead, business licenses or even 
the need to leave home! 

• How you can get started online at Bovada for about $100 and then 
easily make $568 an hour (documented profits), hour after hour with 
close to zero risk of losing. 

• How it can provide you with steady and dependable profits that 
almost no other system, strategy, method or business can. 

And, it will be just the beginning for you! 
  

 
"I have been using the Blackjack Attack Strategy in Shreveport. 
I play blackjack on the weekends and make from $1,200 to 
$1,500 per weekend. 

"This is a wonderful moneymaker. I put in my notice at work today. 
Working was starting to interfere with my blackjack play (ha, ha)." 

Maurine K. - Shreveport, Louisiana 

  
 
I Have Developed a Strategy For Playing Blackjack That 
Beats Every Method Devised For the Past Fifty Years.  
 
It relies on the unique new "Rhythm of the Cards Method" which 
automatically adjusts the size of your bets to match what the 
cards are doing. 
 
With it, you will win a remarkable 94% of all blackjack games. 
 
As a $5 bettor playing in a land-based blackjack game, you can easily make 
$227 an hour. 
 
With faster online blackjack play at Bovada Casino, you can bring in $189 
an hour making just $2 bets. 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLrFqY59Smih2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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And, learning and profiting from this strategy is simple and virtually 
foolproof with the complete profit kit I have developed. 
  

 
"Just finished my first cruise with my wife. I picked one of your 
recommended Caribbean cruises that offers good blackjack games. 

"While the cruise was great fun – especially all of the good 
food – I really got a kick out of beating them at blackjack. 

"I cleared over $9,000 from blackjack – enough to pay for the 
cruise and then some." 

Alan R. – Hawthorne, California 

 
 
Even As You Read This, Players Using This Strategy Are 
"Winning a Fortune" Off Blackjack Games All Over the 
World. 
 
Right now, players using this "new way" of playing blackjack are 
cleaning up at blackjack. 
And, the casino bosses cannot stop us because any countermeasures that they 
can take have little effect on our ability to win. 
  
Let me tell you a little more about blackjack. . . . 
The casinos love this game because players have heard that it is beatable and 
therefore think that they can win. 
 
The casino bosses know the sad truth - 
 
Nearly every blackjack system being taught is doomed to fail because of 
the changes made to the game over the past twenty years! 
 
The bosses love the stories about card counters winning millions off of casinos 
because it encourages more new players to think that they can win at a game 
that the bosses know is now just about unbeatable. 
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The sad truth is that the casinos hold and keep an edge of anywhere from one-
half to as high as ten-percent against most blackjack players. While this may not 
sound like much, it is enough to provide billions of dollars in profits to the casinos 
and allow them to constantly expand, offering ever more elaborate profits. 
 
Blackjack is the number-one table game for casino profits. Except for my select 
players and me. Using our methods, we have turned this game upside down – 
Instead of being a huge profit source for the casinos, we use it like our 
personal ATMs, pulling out profits at will. 
 
As one of my players, Mark T., says "I believe that this is the strongest profit 
maker I have ever seen. It is a truly beautiful thing to experience money just 
rolling your way, hour after hour, day after day." 

You Can Start Making Money Instantly With This Strategy. 
Here’s How –  

I have shared with you the many advantages of using this 
strategy – 

• It doesn’t cost much to get started. 

• It is easy to learn and use. 

• It comes with the sophisticated Blackjack Bet Tracker. 

• It allows you to build unlimited profits while strictly limiting your 
losses. 

• It is easier to set up than any other business, system, strategy or 
opportunity you will ever see. 

 
Now, I will add one more item to this list of important 
advantages – 
 
You can instantly start making profits as soon as you get this course. 
Here’s how you will do this – 

• You can download this course in the next five minutes. After you do, 
you can be making money with it in less than an hour. 

• After downloading, turn to page 15 of the manual. Here you’ll find 
complete information on how to profit from this strategy. 
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• Next review the summary of the playing strategy and print out your 
pocket card. 

• Then, print pages 95-106. You’ve now got the core of the strategy. 

• Finally, download the Blackjack Bet Tracker. You are almost ready to 
go. 

• Play five practice games. They should average 8 minutes each. You 
have now about put an hour into this project and using the Blackjack Bet 
Tracker, you are ready to play. 

• Sign up for real play at this special casino. 

 
If you follow this plan, you will make at least $1,000 the first day. 
Now, just play about two hours a day at Bovada Casino and you will 
continue to make another $1,000 – each and every day. 
 
This is really the fastest and easiest way ever created to make money 
safely and reliably. 
The playing strategy for the Blackjack Attack Strategy is very easy to master. 
But, you don’t have to remember a thing. The course includes a pocket sized 
strategy card you can take with you when you play in land-based casinos. 

When you play in a casino, you will be the most knowledgeable player there. 
With all of the aids in this course – including the pocket strategy card and 
Blackjack Bet Tracker, your play will always be the best at any table! 

  

Instant Access to the Blackjack Attack Strategy! 

 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLrFqY59Smih2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://www.gamblersbookcase.com/BlackjackAttackStrategy/
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Nine-Count Blackjack 
Nine-Count Blackjack is the Unstoppable New 
System That Is Rolling Over the Casinos!  

 
It Beats Every Version of Blackjack Dealt Today, 
Including the Online Games. 
 

Now, For the First Time It is Being Released!  
 

 

         

“$45 is all it takes to set up an 
income of $819 an hour 56 
minutes after you get started!  

“Players using this system are 
easily winning $8,194 a day 
playing no more than two hours a 
day!”  

  
  

We have just completed extensively testing a 
new way to play blackjack.  And, what we  
discovered may be the key to a new way of life 
for you!  

So many of my friends and clients, like you, have been struggling 
just to stay even.  
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If you are working at a job you hate, becoming a blackjack pro, 
using the extraordinary new Nine-Count Blackjack Strategy, is 
the best alternative you can find.  

If you are sick of bosses who act like jerks, sick of the day in day out drudgery 
and boredom of a job you may hate, you should take a look at joining us in this 
“blackjack revolution.” 
 
 
If you have been trying to get out of your rut, but can’t seem to 
find the way out, here is the solution.   

If you need to make more than just decent money, you need to open your 
eyes to this new opportunity.  

Maybe you have decided to go back to school and try to add some impressive 
new credentials to your resume. 
 
Or, maybe you like to search the Internet nightly looking for that red-hot product 
or super affiliate program that will solve your financial problems.  

Do you know what the scariest part of trying to find the solution to a life that has 
become increasing less fulfilling and filled with anxiety over money problems is? 
 
 
You are racing against time. Every minute or hour that you spend 
fruitlessly web surfing, looking for that special deal, is lost.  

The clock continues to tick as you battle indecision, procrastination, confusion, 
and at times, real fear.   

Sometimes it seems like only a chosen few are getting ahead 
while you remain stuck in neutral, just trying to find the right 
gear to get going! 

 Don't waste another day, another week or another year without 
achieving the kind of success you deserve.   

In this report, I am going to reveal a new way of making money that is 
nothing short of spectacular.  
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This extraordinary new source of high income is as close as your nearest 
computer.  You don’t even have to leave home to set up your own ultra 
high profit business as a blackjack pro!  

 

     

Click Here to See the 
Amazing Nine-Count 
Blackjack Strategy in 
Action! 

 

 

This strategy is being used right now by a small number of 
players who are winning hundreds of thousands of dollars every 
day playing blackjack.  
There is no question that anyone, and that means you, too, can use the Nine-
Count Blackjack Strategy to win huge amounts of money more reliably than you 
may have believed possible!  
 

Once you gain the power of the Nine-Count Blackjack Strategy –    

• You will be able to start out with just $45 and instantly win $164 an 
hour playing online. 

• You’ll be able to win $936 an hour in any land-based blackjack game 
as a $25 bettor. 

• You’ll be able to roll over any blackjack game dealt today no matter 
how the game is played! 

• You’ll be able to quickly set up a blackjack income of $4,000 to 
$8,000 a day even if you’ve never played the game! 

http://youtu.be/Ta4xuThmAsQ
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It may be hard for you to believe that a blackjack strategy can be this good.  
Now, I am going to share some information with you that you can use to 
make a ton of money.   
 
Do You Want to Know the Real Secret of Winning a 

Fortune Playing Blackjack?  

While card counters get featured in movies and books, the real truth is –  

Card counters rarely make much money!  

There is a much better way to win at blackjack.  

It is a breakthrough new blackjack strategy that has nothing to do with card 
counting.  

In fact, it is not like any blackjack system that you have ever seen!  

It’s called Nine-Count Blackjack.  

And, it beats every version of blackjack offered today! 

If you really would like a 100% tested and proven way 
to make $8,000 each and every day, this is the strategy 
for you! 
 
It has the best guarantee ever offered – You get up to a Full Year to Win 
$25,000.  If you don’t, just email me and I will give you a prompt and 
courteous refund. 
 
You don’t need any blackjack experience to quickly master using this 
course.  Most players mastered it in a couple of hours and then went on to 
win thousands of dollars! 
 
It is totally complete.  Once you get your Nine-Count Blackjack Package 
you will have everything you need to become a very highly paid Blackjack 
Pro! 

Get Started Now! 

Instant Access to Nine-Count Blackjack! 

mailto:orders@silverthornepublications.com
http://www.ninecountblackjack.com/
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Gamblers Bookcase Baccarat 
Systems for Bovada/Bodog: 
 
Baccarat, also known as punto banco, is one of the oldest and most 
popular games in casinos all over the world. It is especially popular among 
high-rollers and Asian gamblers. In Macau, baccarat is extremely dominant. 
Although the game seems serious and elegant, it is really as simple as 
betting on the flip of a coin. 
 
Format 
There are three types of baccarat tables: 
 
Big Table Baccarat is played in a snooty roped off area to separate itself 
from the other games. The players are usually very well dressed and the 
table minimums are often high. The regular baccarat table is about the size 
of a craps table with 3 casino dealers and up to 12 or 14 players. Each 
player, including the player dealing, may still bet on either the player or the 
banker but it is customary for the dealer to bet on the banker. 
 
The deal will rotate around the table, much like the dice rotate around the 
craps table. If a player does not want to deal they may pass the shoe to the 
next player. The same person will keep dealing as long as the banker keeps 
winning. The person dealing will put two cards, face down, tucked under 
the shoe, and give the player with the greatest bet on the player the other 
two cards, face down. This player then looks at the cards and then gives 
them back to the player who is dealing. Then the player who is dealing will 
turn over the cards and one of the casino dealers will announce the totals. 
Depending on the totals, the dealer may then instruct the person dealing 
the cards to deal a third card. Finally the dealers will pay winning wagers 
and collect losing ones out of the dealer's tray. The player who actually 
deals is not assuming any financial responsibility of the other players bets, 
unlike pai gow, and is just turning over cards. 
 
Mini baccarat has the same rules are big table baccarat. However, unlike 
the game at the big table, the dealer turns over all the cards, making for a 
much faster game. The odds are exactly the same as those of the big table, 
assuming the same number of decks. Mini baccarat is sometimes dealt 
from a six-deck shoe, changing the odds slightly. It can usually be found in 
the main casino areas.  
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Midi baccarat is the same 
as mini baccarat, except 
the size of the table is 
larger, and it is usually 
found in the high-limit 
rooms, as opposed to the 
main casino floor. 

Bovada’s version is based on the Mini Baccarat Version which 
offered extraordinarily good odds for the players with a house 
edge of 1.06% on the banker bet, 1.24% on the player bet, and 
14.36% on the tie. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLOnjKXCjfabmNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Gamblers Bookcase Baccarat  
Systems for Bovada/Bodog: 
 
 

Baccarat Attack Strategy 
 

“Anyone can start with almost no money and make 
$4,192 a day, every day for the rest of his or her life.”   

The Results of an intensive seven-month study are now 
in and they prove beyond the shadow of a doubt that -   

“Anyone can start with almost no money and make 
$4,192 a day, every day for the rest of his or her life.”  

You are just moments away from discovering the 
perfect way to make more money, more quickly and 
with greater ease than anything you have ever 
experienced!  

Picture yourself making amounts like $8,762, $16,782 
or even $20,895 every week.   These are the amounts 
some of my students safely and easily make with 
almost no time investment and very low risk.   

Amazingly, each of them started with less than $500 and now 
make much more than any of their friends.  

Because of Special Arrangements I have made to carefully 
release this explosive information, I am now able to share this 
extraordinary way of making almost unbelievable amounts of 
money with you and a few other specially selected people.  
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You are just a couple of minutes away from learning 
about a 100% Proven and Absolutely Foolproof Way to 
Make a Fortune off baccarat.  

You are about to learn:  

·        How you can turn $150 into a rock-solid income stream of 
$413 an hour that you can tap into any time you choose. 

·        How you can use this strategy to build a reliable weekly 
income of $8,762, $16,782 or even $20,895 without leaving 
home. 

·        How you will use this powerful new system to simply 
overpower and beat baccarat wherever it is offered – including 
Bovada Casinos’ version of baccarat! 

·        Why baccarat is the number one best casino game to use as 
a source of a reliable and totally predicable income. 

·        Why you won’t need any experience to start beating the game 
thirty minutes after you read the information package I have 
prepared for you!  

My name is Greg Fletcher.  If you are like me, you are very skeptical of anyone 
who claims to have developed an easy way to make money – Especially if they 
are talking about a gambling system.  Most of the systems offered today are 
simply “hashed over” versions of gambling systems that have been around over 
100 years.   

 I am prepared to give you irrefutable proof that the Baccarat Attack Strategy is 
different and more effective than any other baccarat strategy ever created!  

To back up this claim I am going to take you on a step-by-step tour of what has 
been called “the Ultimate High-Profit Baccarat Strategy.”    

 What’s more, I don’t expect you to take anything on faith.  That’s why I am going 
to give you completely documented proof that I really have created the ultimate 
way of beating baccarat.  

I will lay out everything I can about the amazing new Baccarat Attack Strategy.  
And, I will show you how you too can join the small group of players who 
are pulling in large winnings off baccarat – worldwide. 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLOnjKXCjfabmNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Watch How the Baccarat 
Attack Strategy Rolls Over 
the Game of Baccarat 
Using an Automatic 
Betting System! 

 

  

Discover How the Uniquely Powerful Baccarat Attack 
Strategy Simply Demolishes Every Version of Baccarat 
Found in Any Casino, Including Those Offered by Online 
Casinos!  

The Baccarat Attack Strategy is unlike any strategy or system ever developed for 
baccarat.  It is based on a unique way of slicing and dicing the baccarat game 
into smaller segments and then simply overcoming each part of the game.  It 
may be helpful to think of this as a special case of applying the strategy of 
“divide and conquer.” 
 
This unique approach to playing and winning is called “Attack, Retrench and 
Win.”    

Here’s how this works –  

You will “Attack” the game when you are in a winning mode.  You will 
recognize this mode because you will be winning a high number of bets. You 
might think of it as a gambler’s dream.  These winning periods can be very brief 
or sometimes quite lengthy.   

A key aspect of the Baccarat Attack Strategy is that you will immediately 
know when you are in a winning mode so that you can go on the Attack 
and start pulling in one winning wager after another.  

However, unlike other simplistic systems which use such methods as doubling 
your wager following a winning one (called a parlay), the Baccarat Attack 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PStdiSPDDf4&feature=share&list=UU8tT6eKqXt_8SK64-vThfOg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PStdiSPDDf4&feature=share&list=UU8tT6eKqXt_8SK64-vThfOg
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Strategy uses a scientifically developed approach that allows you to capitalize on 
a winning streak without putting your previous winning bets at risk.  

What this means is that when you are on the “Attack,” you will be pulling in 
money almost faster than you can stack your winnings in front of you!  And, you 
will do it with zero risk of giving back your previous winnings!  

The other side of gambling is the opposite of a gambler’s dream and is more like 
his nightmare.  This is when the player can’t seem to get ahead and is losing bet 
after bet.  Most systems ignore these losing streaks.  I call these losing strategies 
“good time systems.”  So long as you are winning, you will have a good time.  
However, when the game turns nasty, look out.  You will lose back any winnings 
very quickly and may even lose your bankroll faster than you can say, “curses, 
screwed again.”  

That’s where the Baccarat Attack Strategy really shines.  Unlike one of these 
good time systems, where all you can do is hope that you stop losing before you 
are tapped out, my system automatically puts you into a Retrenching mode.  

Instead of repeating the same ineffective moves over and over and losing, you 
will instantly shift into the highly effective Retrenchment Betting Mode and 
start recovering your losses.  

While there are a number of other techniques that are part of the strategy, the 
heart of the amazing Baccarat Attack Strategy is its unique ability to 
automatically switch from Attack to Retrenchment playing modes.  

There is no question about the results of learning this amazing new way of play –  
Your winnings will skyrocket.   
 
Nothing you have ever experienced has prepared you 
for the sheer power and feeling of confidence and 
control you will have when you gain the power of 
“Attack, Retrench and Win.” 

 
You don’t have to learn any complicated rules or keep track of your betting.  
Your Baccarat Attack Strategy comes complete with our perfected BAT Bet 
Tracker.  When you use the BAT Bet Tracker there is no guesswork.  Your 
BAT Bet Tracker will show you – 

·        How much to bet as your first or Starter Bet. 
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·        When to go into Attack Betting Mode and push the casino up 
against the wall as you win bet after bet. 

·        How to move into the Retrenchment Betting Phase and rapidly 
recoup losing bets. 

·        The size of every bet. 

·        Where to place every wager.  

·        When to lock up your profits and call a game finished. 

·        When to extend your Profit Target and pull in huge amounts 
off the casino without risking losing your “locked up profits.” 

You have a Full Year to profit from the Baccarat Attack Strategy.  And, I feel so 
strongly that this strategy will work for you just as well as it has for us that I 
guarantee that you must make at least $25,000 when you try it. 

Even if all you do is sign up with Bovada and pick up $500, I think you have 
to agree that this is a whale of a deal.  

Now it is up to you.  Order now and you can be making $5,000 a day by 
tomorrow! 

Instant Access to the Baccarat Attack Strategy 

 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKYcq68j8A6gGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://www.gamblersbookcase.com/BaccaratAttackStrategy/
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Power Baccarat 
"So Powerful Anyone Can Turn 
$52 Into $50,000 in Just Ten 
Hours" 
 

Here’s a Fact That Will Make 
You Rich! 
 
“Even a Person Who Has Never Been in 
a Casino Can Learn Power Baccarat 
and Turn $52 Into $50,000 in Their 
First Ten Hours of Play!”  

 
You are just minutes away from discovering how 
to use Power Baccarat to set up the most 
powerful source of cash available today!   
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If you can picture yourself winning 
$4,000 to $5,000 a day without leaving 
home, then you will begin to understand 
what this Rock Solid Profit Producer will 
do for you!  

 

 
“I have won over $97,000 using the Power Baccarat Strategy.  

“I play online at Bovada three or four times a week and easily 
clear $9,000 to $10,000 a week.  I have never been as excited in 
my life.  It is like owning my own goldmine!  

“Anyone who thinks that you can’t beat the casinos has never 
experienced what your strategy does to baccarat.  

“This is an amazing profit producer!  Thanks for letting me in 
on this!” 

Charles T. – Eureka, California 
 
 

   

   

You are about to learn – 
• How to turn $52 into Net Profits of $37,897 a month! 

• How you can quickly and easily create a weekly income of $8,813 a 
week without leaving home and “working” less than two hours a day! 

• How you can take control of any baccarat or mini-baccarat game 
anywhere it is offered – even online – and turn this game into a 
powerful source of Instant Profits! 

• How my students, most of whom knew nothing about baccarat, are 
now bringing in large winnings every day they choose! (And, you will 
too with my Unstoppable Step-by-Step Plan!) 
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“Power Baccarat is the most powerful moneymaker I have ever 
seen!  It is easy to learn, easy to use and beats baccarat so 
easily that it is as if you were printing your own money. 

“I play from home and average winning $5,497 a day.  This is a 
stunning performer.” 

Stu R. – a professional gambler who lives in New York City. 
 
 

   

   

The method I am going to show you has been tested, verified and 
proven to perform! 

There is no guesswork or unproven theory here – Just Rock Solid, 
100% Dependable Performance! 

   

   

Benefits Others Only Dream of –  
Turning the game of baccarat into a reliable source of profits 
offers benefits almost no other profit seeking venture can claim – 

• It is easy to learn and a snap to use.  (You’ll be up and running in less 
than an hour.) 

• It takes no particular skills to learn and use.  All you have to do is 
follow the complete winning plan I will send you. 

• It takes almost no money to set up.  If you can spare $52 you have 
enough to start bringing in an income of $8,813 a week.  And, your 
new income will be Very Reliable and Very Consistent! 
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See Power Baccarat 
Demo of How to Win 
$1209 an Hour Making 
$10 Bets!   

   

 

This program is 100% Complete, Easy to Use and 
Guaranteed to Perform as Represented!  

People just like you are easily setting up solid incomes of $5,000 a day or 
more using the techniques I will show you. 
 
My name is C. Frank LaMarca.  I am a numbers kind of guy with a background in 
finance.  I am very skeptical of many of the wild and unproven claims others 
make about their money-making schemes. 

I will not accept anyone’s claim of performance for 
any kind of money-making system unless it is backed 
up by irrefutable proof and I can experience it myself.  
And, this goes double for anyone who claims to have a 
winning gambling system. 

  

That’s why I am going to share complete information about this 
breakthrough new baccarat strategy that I have only shared with 
a few people up to now 

You are about to gain the knowledge of how to turn the game of baccarat 
into a powerful source of cash on demand.  This knowledge is backed up 
by thousands of hours of real-world play that prove that it wins 
consistently and reliably against all versions of baccarat (and mini-
baccarat) offered today! 

http://youtu.be/sRslCRAw-vY
http://youtu.be/sRslCRAw-vY
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To give you an idea of how this strategy works for real 
people just like you, I have posted many player 
success stories from players who have won fortunes 
using the same strategy I am going to share with you. 

   

One fact is irrefutable – 

Anyone can follow in the footsteps of these successful winners using a 
strategy that consistently beats the game of baccarat! 

   

 
“LaMarca’s  Power Baccarat is an excellent winning system.  I 
was skeptical about making any money playing baccarat.  You 
showed me how to play mini-baccarat online and easily win 
over $1,000 an hour! 

“I am up over $53,000 in the past three weeks.  I appreciate all 
of your help and support.” 

Rob S. – Boise, Idaho 
 

   

   

Playing Baccarat is Your Best Choice for Setting Up a 
High Income With Low Risk!  
I don’t know how you feel about your job but for many years I have been 
searching for a better way to make money. 

Please don’t get me wrong.  I have done very well as a financial consultant.  
What I do consists of working with clients to provide them with the best financial 
advice and financial plans for their particular situations.  Without being 
immodest, I am really quite good at this, but while I taught others how to 
make lots of money, the thought was always in the back of my mind – 

“If you are so smart, why don’t you find a foolproof 
way to make money quickly and safely!” 
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You see, as lucrative as my profession has been, I am still at the beck and 
call of others.  While I don’t have a single boss to answer to, you could describe 
my work as having lots of bosses as each client has a claim on my time.  

And, to be quite honest with you, I am tired of someone else having control 
over my life! 

For years, I have played baccarat, the casino game with the 
best odds for the player.  I have spent years searching for the 
system that will give me the edge to consistently beat the 
game! 

After investing more money and having more failures than you 
can believe, I was finally successful. 

Eight months ago, I discovered a betting combination that turns 
the baccarat game from just a superior game for players into a 
rip roaring, slam-dunk way to win thousands of dollars a day! 

This powerful betting combo starts with using the 
unique Tracker Bet Selection System to determine 
where to bet.   

Then on top of this I discovered how to set up a Power 
Betting Formula that makes it almost impossible to 
lose.  As a result, this powerful combo is simply 
unstoppable at beating baccarat! 

 
Start Profiting Immediately!  
If you are ready to get going and need money instantly, I am 
ready to help you.  The complete LaMarca Power Baccarat 
Package can be downloaded in the next five minutes! 

Once you have this turnkey profit producer, you can start making 
money in the next couple of hours! 

I urge you to grab this opportunity before it disappears.  If you have ever 
wanted to give up the daily commute and start making money from home, 
this is your chance to do it! 
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You will be surprised and delighted at how easy it is to set up your own 
$4,000 to $5,000 a day Profit System.  

   

Everything is ready for you and guaranteed to perform as 
presented.  All you have to do is act! 

Instant Access to the  
World's Safest Baccarat System! 

 

http://www.gamblersbookcase.com/PowerBaccarat/
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Slots 
 

 

 
Bovada offers a tremendous 
variety of slot machines: 
 
•Instant Play: 92  
 
•Download: 135 

The slots games on offer are a mixture of Betsoft and RTG 
games. 
 
 
 
RTG does not release the house edge information of their slots games, 
though previous marketing documentation discussed at 
beatingbonuses.com suggest three possible settings for RTG slots games 
of 2.5%, 5% or 8.5%. 
 
Ready to get started?   
Click Here for Bovada’s List of Slot Games 
 

Betsoft do not publish the house edge of their slots games but several casinos 
that offer their games (not Slots.lv) have started publishing this information. The 
Betsoft game house edges range between 2.2% and 8.08%. 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYL1zQc7wfVcoGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Gamblers Bookcase Slots 
Systems for Bovada/Bodog: 
 

 
 
 

Super Slots! 
Win at Least $150 an Hour  

Playing Slot Machines!  
   

The Super Slots Strategy is a powerful way 
to win at slot machines.  
 
It is a 100% modern strategy, developed for 
modern computer-chip controlled slots.  
 
Remarkably, it beats slot machines 
everyone – even the online slots!  
   

Let me tell you a little more about this system.  
 
It is geared strictly to playing the computer controlled modern slots.   
 
You won't find any hints on how to jerk the lever just right, or any of the other old 
slot machinations, because these techniques have absolutely no effect on the 
microprocessor controlled slots found in casinos today.  
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What you will find is the most complete slot system 
ever developed to beat the slots you will encounter in 
the 21st Century!  
Everything you need to know to beat modern slot 
machines is revealed in a the  "Slots Strategy Toolkit."  

   

Are you still skeptical?  Believe me, I was very 
skeptical when I first learned about this 
strategy.  
 
However, the proof is in.   
 
We have documented thousands of hours of slot machine play and the 
results of hundreds of persons "testing" this system and there is no doubt 
that you consistently beat the slots using this strategy!  
   

The Super Slots Strategy is like nothing you have 
ever seen-  

• It doesn't involve guesswork.  
• You don't have to be lucky to win with it.  
• You don't need much money to use it.  
• You don't need to win jackpots in order to win. \ 
• It isn't limited to just a few slot machines (that you can never seem to 

find).  
• It can even be used to play (and beat) slots in online casinos.  

In fact, this "Super Slots Strategy" is not like any system ever 
written about slot machines.   
   

 
It is a Guaranteed 100% Effective Money Maker 
that wins consistently, with only a minimum 
investment.   
 
Nothing is left out in the dynamic manual and slots toolkit I have waiting for 
you.  You will learn -  
 

• Where the best places to play slots are located.  
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• The best machines to play to maximize your winnings.  
 

• How to find high payoff slots in any casino!  
 

• The perfect playing strategy which wins consistently and protects 
your bankroll at all times.  
 

• Complete instructions so that you can win wherever you decide to 
play slots!  

________________________________________________  
   
Michael L. from Riverside, California, told me, "I haven't lost since I 
purchased your slots manual.  My worst trip to Las Vegas was a break even 
and my best I was up $2,000.00 + expenses paid. I missed a few big 
jackpots because I wasn't at max bet.  But, that's OK because I would have 
long been out of money without your manual."  

_________________________________________________  
   
Jack J. who lives in Lancaster, California, played slot machines using my 
methods on his wife's birthday.  He wrote me -  
 
"On May 1, we were celebrating my wife's 74th birthday at the Las Vegas 
Hilton, and employed your strategy.  We had GREAT SUCCESS at the slot 
machines.  I might say, that we left the Hilton with a few bucks."  
 
"I have been using your Super Slots System to play one-dollar slots at the 
Minnesota and Wisconsin Indian casinos.  It works very good if you follow 
your system.  
 
"In five days I won $350, $500, $200, $450 and the last time $900."  

_________________________________________________  
 
I could go on and on.  I could tell you about the man in Seattle, 
Washington, who averages $1,000 a day playing slot machines online.  

_________________________________________________  
   
Or, the little old lady from Patterson, New Jersey, who has turned "slot 
machine play" into a very lucrative retirement.  

_________________________________________________  
Or, the college student who tried to make money playing poker, failed and 
now uses the Super Slots Strategy to bring in over $500 a day.  

_________________________________________________  
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Quite frankly, there is nothing else like Super Slots!  Here's just some of 
the information you will get in this power slot players kit -  

• A simple way to pick slot machines where you are most likely to win.  
 

• Complete information on the Super Slots "Slot Discovery Method."  
 

• Special "Power Moves" you can use that are so effective that even 
low paying slot machines will be profitable for you.  
 

• The exact steps you will use to hit and lock up daily profits! You will 
learn to use this information to win with deadly consistency.  
 

• How to completely avoid casino heat even when winning hundreds 
of dollars an hour!  
 

• How to quickly build your bankroll to at least $10,000 and then 
continue to pull in even higher daily winnings!  
 

• The simple, but critical, steps you need to know to pick out 
"beatable" online casinos.  
 

• Complete insider's information on where the casinos place their 
loosest slot machines. This information alone will put you ahead of 
98% of all slot players and make you a winner!  
 

• A complete run down on web casinos offering player favorable rules!  
 

• The absolute most critical skill you need for success at slot 
machines (you'll be overwhelmed by this).  Hint: If you can count to 
five, you'll be able to quickly use this invaluable tool.  
 

• How to take a tiny investment of $50 and make it explode into 
thousands of dollars in winnings!  
 

• How to set up a plan to "extract cash" from slot machines on a 
continuing basis. This is how you will make "slot play" a reliable 
source of profits.  
 

• How to get paid for playing slots. Once you become a regular player, 
the casinos will shower you with comps - even though you are 
winning!  
 

• The best locales for the highest paying slot machines.  
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• What to do if you play on a losing machine and how to turn a small 
loss into a huge win!  
 

• How to quickly "qualify" any slot on its potential to give you profits 
without investing a cent!  
 

• The best and worst spots to play slots in any casino.  
 

• Whether you should be playing nickel, quarter or dollar slots.  
 

• An exact plan that shows you how many coins (or credits) to use for 
each slot play. This information alone will put you into the winner’s 
column.  
 

• How to combine your ability to pick the best slots and then play them 
"expertly" into a powerful, unstoppable money maker!  

   
There is no doubt that the Complete Slots Strategy Toolkit we 
are now offering is the easiest, fastest and safest way to win just 
about any amount of money you want.  

 
One super-satisfied user told me, "This is the closest 
thing to a way to legally cheat the slots."  

 
If you are looking for a dependable way to pick up $200, $400, even $1,000 
a day, using a foolproof way that is 100% documented and proven to 
perform, then this is the opportunity for you!   
 
The lucky few who grab this information will hold the key to 
success playing slot machines.   

 
I Totally Guarantee your success and 100% Satisfaction.  
The only risk you have is losing out on this offer if you wait 
too long and I have to close it.   

 
So what are you waiting for?  Click through to the Special Web 
Report now before it is too late!  

 
 

http://www.silverthornepublications.net/SuperSlots/
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Video Poker 
 
Bovada/Bodog has an excellent 
selection of video poker games.  For 
example, their version of Jacks of 
Better has a house edge of less than 
one-half of one percent.  This game 
is very beatable using our strategy 
for winning at video poker! 

 
 

 
Bovada Video Poker Games 
  

Game Return
Bonus Deuces Wild  0.55% 
Bonus Poker  0.83% 
Bonus Poker Deluxe  1.51% 
Deuces Wild  1.09% 
Double Bonus Poker  0.63% 
Double Double Bonus Poker  1.02% 
Double Jackpot Poker  ?  
Double Double Jackpot Poker  ?  
Jacks or Better (1 hand)  0.46% 
Jacks or Better (3, 10, 52 hands) 2.65% 
Joker Poker (1-52 hands)  1.52% 
Loose Deuces  0.93% 

 
 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJB-3QWQTiU-GNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Gamblers Bookcase Video Poker  
Systems for Bovada/Bodog: 
 

 
 

Power Video Poker!Power Video Poker!Power Video Poker!Power Video Poker!    
    

“$1,000 a Day Playing 
Video Poker!"  

   
   
 

Can you use a $1,000 a day?  
There is no easier way to make $1,000 a day than to 
become a video poker pro.  
You may have read about people that do this.  
 
Usually they have to spend eight hours or more playing video poker very rapidly 
and then hope they’ll clear a couple of hundred dollars.  
 
I don’t know about you, but this sounds like too much work for me!   
 

We’ve discovered a better way.  
 
My good friend, the stock trader Greg Fletcher, totally analyzed video poker 
and developed what may be the easiest winning system ever.  
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It is a system that wins at least $1,000 a day playing video poker 
without fail!  
 
Moreover, it is a “quick-win system.”  
Instead of playing video poker for eight hours, you’ll play an hour and a 
half on the average.  
 
And instead of having to memorize thousands of different hands and how 
to play them, you’ll simply refer to your pocket-sized chart.  
 
And, you can use this system at Slots.lv so you don’t have to leave home 
to win a $1,000 a day!  
 

Are you ready to get started?  
 

If You’ve Got $10 You Have Enough to Prime This System.  
What’s more, even if you don’t know a thing about poker, you’ll be able to 
quickly master this strategy!  
Even if you don’t know a flush from a full house, it doesn’t matter. With this 
foolproof strategy you’ll make more money than almost any poker or video 
poker professional. 
 
In fact, %$firstname$%, our tests show that if you play at Slots.lv with this 
strategy, you can easily make $147 every ten minutes you play.  
 
And, what totally blows me away is that you can get started easily bringing 
in from $1,000 to $3,000 a day with only $10 at risk.  
 
What’s even more remarkable is that you will do this without having to deal 
with the obnoxious players, long hours and horrible bankroll drawdowns 
that conventional poker players face.  
 
I am going to show you how you can use Greg Fletcher’s amazing 
new “ Power Video Poker Strategy” to create a virtually 
unstoppable source of high income with low risk and the most 
pleasant hours possible.  

 
“This is truly the thinking person’s way to make 
money.  It is quick, slick and foolproof.  I give it a 
100% recommendation.”  

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIytaKUXYSqfGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIytaKUXYSqfGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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If you have tried conventional poker and become disgusted at the hassle, hype 
and just plain difficulty of winning consistently, or if you have been looking for the 
perfect small business that you can operate profitably from your home, then you 
need look no further.  
 

Learning to play and win at video poker is superior to any other 
form of poker and beats every small business strategy around.  
 
After experiencing how easy it is to win large amounts of money, day after day, 
with almost frightening consistency, I am convinced that using this proven 
strategy to win at video poker is the Number One Money Maker available today.  
 
If you are caught up in the nationwide poker craze that has swept the world, then 
this special report is for you. 
 

Even if you aren’t a poker player, but would like to learn about 
what is easily the most powerful way to make lots of money 
quickly and with great certainty of success, then you must read 
on.  
 
As crazy as it may seen, using this perfected way to play video poker is 
better than anything else you can try.  

 
It is much better than any form of conventional poker.  
 
You’ll make much more money than you ever would playing 
Texas Hold ‘em, Seven Card Stud or any of the hundreds of 
poker variations being played today.  
 
Using this unprecedented profit producer is vastly superior to 
any MLM, mail order or Internet based money making scheme.  

 
There is simply no way you can ever make the kind of consistent money  
from conventional poker or any other small business or business 
opportunity than you can from learning this breakthrough, never before 
released strategy for playing and winning at video poker!   
 
What’s more, I will back up this statement with an unprecedented $10,000 
Guarantee.  
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Simply stated, if you don’t make at least $10,000 using this 
proven strategy, then we will refund every cent you paid.  
 
This approach to playing and beating video poker is like no other one ever 
developed.  
 

Instead of focusing on just refining your playing skills, Greg Fletcher put together 
the most comprehensive profit directed strategy ever created.  
 
When you use his Power Video Poker approach, you will be 100% 
focused on creating and keeping profits. This is a 100% tested 
and proven system that –  
 

• You can use to consistently beat video poker in every form – even in 
online casinos!  
 

• You can use to quickly pull in high profits – within ten minutes you 
will be able to make $150 or more and then repeat this process over 
and over.  
 

• You can use to bring in incomes of $5,000, $6,000, even $9,000 a 
week without any of the hassles faced by typical poker players.  
 

• Is 100% perfected and ready for you to use.  
 

• You can use to set up your own ultra high profit "poker business" 
that will pull in money so fast that, at first, you will hardly believe 
what it is happening to you.  

 
What’s more, once you have this never before revealed strategy, you can 
continue to bring in profits of $1,000 a day or more even if you have never 
played poker before.  
 
 

The Power Video Poker Strategy is not like any other poker or 
video poker strategy currently being used.  
 
You can download the powerful Power Video Poker Strategy in the next five 
minutes.  After downloading it, turn to page 8.  Here is the “quick start guide” 
that you can use to get started making money very quickly.   
 

http://www.silverthornepublications.net/PVP/
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If you order this complete course right now, there is no reason you won’t 
be making lots of money with it an hour from now! 
 

Instant Access to Power Video Poker 
 

 

http://www.silverthornepublications.net/PVP/
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Tri-Card (Three Card) Poker 
 
 
The game of Tri-Card 
Poker is played between a 
Dealer and a Player with a 
52-card deck. Tri-Card 
Poker is two games 
consisting of the Ante and 
Raise and Pair Plus. The 
object in the Ante and 
Raise portion is to receive a 
higher 3-card poker hand 
than the Dealer. 

 
 
The object of the Pair Plus game is simply to bet on whether you will receive a 3-card 
poker hand with any pair or better. The Player may bet on either or both games for any 
amount within the posted table limit. The bets do not have to be equal amounts. 
 
Although this game is not as popular as blackjack, roulette or craps it is an excellent 
game to learn.  We offer the Power Poker Strategy which is optimized to beat Bovada’s 
version of Tri-Card Poker.   

 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKPR5lwTtbLKGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKPR5lwTtbLKGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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Gamblers Bookcase Tri-Card 
Poker Systems for 

Bovada/Bodog: 
 

 
 
 

Power Poker Strategy! 
   

Would you like to win $5,271 this weekend?  
It’s easy with this “$2,000 an Hour” proven Power Poker 
Strategy! 
 
We have come up with the world’s most powerful winning strategy for the 
game of Three Card (Tri-Card) Poker!  
 
What’s more, it is easy to learn, takes almost no money to get started and 
throws off winnings like crazy.  
 
Plus, you don’t need to know a thing about poker or Three Card Poker to 
win huge amounts with this strategy.  
 
Even if you don’t know a flush from a full house, it doesn’t matter.  You’ll 
master this proven strategy in less than an hour.   And, you’ll be on your 
way to winning a fortune!  
 
Several of our players using this strategy are bringing in $4,000 to $5,000 
an hour using the same techniques I am going to share with you!  
 
What’s more, this strategy does much more than pull in $4,000 to $5,000 
every hour –  
 
In addition, you will also hit jackpot-like wins very frequently!   
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That’s because Three Card Poker (called tri-card poker at Bovada) may be 
the best casino game ever created for pulling in sky-high winnings!  
 
But, this is not your father’s poker game.  
 
Even if you think you know poker, Three Card Poker is a 
very different game.  
 
While it uses poker card values, the similarity to regular poker stops there.  Three 
Card Poker is strictly a casino table game, just like blackjack or baccarat.  
 
However, Three Card Poker has a huge advantage over other casino table 
games –  
 
With Three Card Poker you can still win even when the dealer’s hand beats 
yours.  
 
Sounds crazy, but it is true.  
 
And, here’s another fact that will put a lot of money in your pocket –  
With Three Card Poker you can win thirty to forty times your bet in a single 
hand!  
 
The best you can win on a blackjack hand is a payoff of 3 to 2 for a blackjack.   
 
At baccarat the only win that pays more than even-money is a win on a Tie bet, 
which you will never make because of atrocious house odds.  
 
However, with Three Card Poker you will be paid much higher than even-
money for some wins.  

 
Any Pair pays off 1 to 1.  
 
A Flush pays off at 4 to 1.  
 
A Straight pays 6 to 1. 
 
Three of a Kind pays a generous 30 to 1.  
 
And, a Straight Flush pays a highly profitable 40 to 1!  

 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKPR5lwTtbLKGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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If you have played any version of five-card poker, you know how hard it is to 
make some of these hands.  
 
However, these hands are much easier to make with Three Card Poker 
because you are only playing with three cards.  
 
Straights and Flushes are very common in the game.  
 
And, you will frequently get Three of a Kind hands paying off at 30 to 1.  
You are probably thinking that Straight Flushes paying 40 to 1 are rare.   
 
But, they are not.  
 
Play just two hours and you will typically win one or more of the higher 
payoff hands.  
 
These hands are much easier to make than in video poker or any version of five 
card poker because it only takes three cards to make a flush, straight, three of a 
kind or straight flush.  
 
Here’s what Glen A., who lives in Las Vegas, Nevada, has experienced 
using our Power Poker Strategy –  

 
“I am winning a lot of money with the Power Poker Strategy. I 
play in a local casino two days a week and then play four or 
five sessions a week at Bovada Casino.   
 
“I easily clear over $11,000 a week.   
 
“This is by far the best poker strategy ever.  Thanks for letting 
me in on it.”    

 

Here is a little of what you can expect once you start using this 
strategy -  

• You will win explosive profits with limited downside risk.  There is no 
other strategy like it!  

• Your winnings will be very consistent.  This is a reliable system that 
you can use day in and day out with predicable high profits!  

    

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYKPR5lwTtbLKGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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If you order right now, you will also get the Automatic Bet Selector as our 
gift to you.   This Bet Selector totally automates your play.  To use it, all 
you have to do is set it up for your level of play.  If you are a $1 bettor, you 
will set it for this level.  If you make $5 bets, set the Selector for this level.  

After it is set, it will give you the size of each bet, keep a running total of 
your profits and show you how to lock up profits and continue playing with 
no risk of loss.  It will even show you when to call a game over and walk off 
with your profits!  

  

Instant Access to the Power Poker Strategy!  

 
 

 
 

http://www.silverthornepublications.net/PowerPoker/
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Best Even-Money Betting 
Strategies for 
Bovada/Bodog 

 

 
(Systems for Roulette, Craps, 

Baccarat, Mini-Baccarat and 

Blackjack) 
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Super Fibonacci –  
 

800 Year Old System 
Kills the Casinos! 

   

   

You Can Win a Fortune Using a 
Series of Numbers First 

Discovered in 1202!  
   

You are just minutes away from discovering how 
to use an eight hundred year old series of 
numbers to turn the games of blackjack, 
roulette, baccarat, mini-baccarat, craps and 
even sic bo into powerful sources of cash on 
demand!  
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Skeptical?  Please read on.  I’ll reveal how we 
built a gambling system on the same numbers 
that have been called “God’s Equation.”  
   

 

 
“So far I have won $67,000 using the Super Fibonacci Strategy.   

“Martin, I can’t thank you enough for letting me join your group 
of Fibonacci players.  I am now making money so fast and so 
effortlessly that I sometimes wondering if I am dreaming.  

”But this is no dream.  For instance, I played baccarat online 
yesterday using $10 base bets.  I played about two hours and 
won $4,311.  

“What continues to amaze me is how steady the profits are 
using this system.  Anyone who thinks the casinos can’t be 
beat needs to try this system.  

“Thanks for your help and guidance. You have changed my 
life!”  

Lance A. – Rapid City, South Dakota 
 
 

   

     

Who Was Leonardo of Pisa Who Called Himself 
Fibonacci?  
Why is his mysterious series of numbers so powerful?  

Fibonacci Numbers have a special relationship to the 
Golden Ratio, sometimes called the Golden Section, 
the Golden Mean, Divine Proportion and Golden 
Proportion.  
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Fibonacci’s Numbers are Nature’s numbering system. They 
appear everywhere from the arrangement of leaves in plants to 
the design of a pinecone.  

These numbers are applicable to the growth of every living thing, including 
a single cell, a grain of wheat, a hive of bees or even all of mankind.  

In the The Da Vinci Code the numbers are used to unlock a safe.  

Fibonacci numbers often appear in the organization of music.  

They have even been called “God’s Equation.”  

These numbers form the basis of a whole area of technical trading used to 
trade stocks and other securities.  

And, they have very special properties for gambling.  

Several years ago a system based on using these numbers was sold at 
$100 a copy.  Amazingly, even though this was a crude system, it actually 
worked! 
 
 
 

See How Easy It is 
to Turn $40 Into 
$5,000 a Day with 
Super Fibonacci! 

 

 

We Decided to Push Fibonacci to the Limits!  
The discovery of the Fibonacci sequence happened over eight 
hundred years ago.  It is still one of the most powerful sets of 
numbers ever discovered!  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZ5zGRqH3uw&feature=share&list=UU8tT6eKqXt_8SK64-vThfOg
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We knew that using a Fibonacci sequence as the basis of a gambling 
system was a winning system.  

However, we decided to see if we could improve the performance of this 
remarkable series of numbers.  

We Spent Sixteen Months Testing and Improving Fibonacci-Based 
Gambling and Ended Up Creating Super Fibonacci! 
 
 

Four Months Ago It Finally Happened –  

We created a new version of Fibonacci Betting that is so good 
that we call it Super Fibonacci!  

You are about to learn how to turn this Super System into the most powerful, yet 
reliable source of money you will ever find!  

   

You are about to discover –  
·         How to get started with as little as $40 and instantly win $174 

an hour!  

·         How you can easily set up an income of $10,560 a week as a 
$3 bettor!  

·         How you can roll over every roulette game offered today, 
including the American double-zero wheels!  

·         How you can turn baccarat into the highest paying source of 
cash income available today!  

·         How you can turn craps play into a source of high and 
consistent profits no matter what the table is doing!  

·         How you can win at blackjack using a system based on the 
same principles that control the growth of every living thing!  

·         How you can set up your own Fibonacci Wealth Plan and use 
it over and over to bring in just about any amount of money 
you want!  

·         How my student players, many of whom had no experience 
with playing casino games, are now bringing in huge amounts 
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of money every day! (And you will too when you follow our 
step-by-step Fibonacci Wealth Plan!)  

   

 

   

“Fibonacci play is giving me stunningly high wins.  I have never 
seen an easier or more powerful way to beat the casinos.  I 
especially appreciate how easy it is with the Super Fibonacci 
Bet Tracker.  I easily clear $1400 a day playing about an hour 
online.”  

Seth C. – San Jose, California  

   

 
 
What I am sure that you will like best about Super Fibonacci is that is has 
been completely tested and 100% verified to perform!  There is no 
guesswork or unproven theories with Super Fibonacci.  This is a solid 
proven performer you can rely on!  

   

Start Profiting Instantly!  
 
If are ready to get going and need money instantly, I am ready to 
help you.  The complete Super Fibonacci Winners’ Package can 
be downloaded in the next five minutes. 
 
Once you have this powerful profit producer in your hands, you can start 
making money n the next couple of hours.  
 
I urge you to grab this opportunity before it disappears.   If you have ever wanted 
to give up the daily commute and start making money from home, this is your 
chance to do it.  
 
You will be surprised and delighted at how easy it is to set up your own 
$5,000 Wealth Building system.  Everything is ready for you.  All you have to 
do is act.  
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Download a Copy of Super Fibonacci – the 800 
Year Old System That Is Killing the Casinos! 

 

http://www.gamblersbookcase.com/SuperFibonacci/
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The Steiger Strategy! 
Steiger Strategy  

Revealed for First Time!  
   

Secretive High Roller Lex Steiger Shows 
How He Won a Fortune Playing Blackjack, 
Craps, Roulette and Baccarat! 
 

“Five-dollar betting will net you 
$1,257 an hour playing at Bovada.  
You’ll do this using a strategy with a 
96.6% win rate that is easy to learn 
and can be used with a very small 
bankroll!” 

 
Because of a special agreement I made with Lex 
Steiger he is willing to share his strategy with a 
small number of my clients.  This is your chance to 
learn the system that rolls over the casino table 
games and pulls in the highest profits ever 
recorded for casino play!  

   

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYLOnjKXCjfabmNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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“If you are serious about wanting to win 
huge amounts with low risk the Steiger 
Strategy is your clear choice!”  
Marv T. – Las Vegas, Nevada 
 
 

 
 

Wow!  The first time I experienced the power of the Steiger 
Strategy I almost couldn’t believe it.  I was playing with 
$25 chips and pulled in $5,997 in one hour.   
 
This win rate is so high that it is simply off the charts!   
I thought at first that maybe I just had a lucky streak.  
 
 

     

See the Steiger 
Strategy in Action 
Rolling Up the 
Game of Roulette! 

 
   

 
Now, After Testing This Strategy For Over 
5,000 Documented Games The Proof Is In –  
 
The Steiger Strategy is not only the highest winning 
gambling strategy, but it consistently beats the casinos 
and almost never loses. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhnH1kxAwns&feature=share&list=UU8tT6eKqXt_8SK64-vThfOg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhnH1kxAwns&feature=share&list=UU8tT6eKqXt_8SK64-vThfOg
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In fact, its long-term win rate is 28 winning games for every 
loss!   
 
These are the kinds of odds I like –  
 
28 to one in my favor!  
   

If You Have Been Trying to Find a Source of 
High Income With Low Risk, You Need Look 
No Further Than the Steiger Strategy.  
 
I am going to reveal the same strategy that Lex Steiger has used to 
win millions.  
 

I hope you are settled in and ready to learn to 
will win a fortune.  You are going to learn the 
same methods that Lex Steiger has used to turn 
the casinos into a never-ending source of sky-
high profits with rock bottom risk!  

   
 
The Steiger Strategy Is an Ingenious Way of Beating 
All Even-Money Games Such as Blackjack, Roulette, 
Craps and Baccarat! 
 
However, it is much more than just another betting system –  
 
The Steiger Strategy wins at such a blistering rate that it 
leaves every other strategy or system in its dust.  
   
Once you gain the Steiger Edge, you can –  
 

•         Log on to Bovada.lv and bring in $314 in profits every 
fifteen minutes, and do it making$5 bets! 
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•         Get started with just $70 and blast your way to making 
over $5,000 a day in just two days!  
 

•         Beat every version of blackjack, roulette, craps or 
baccarat offered today! 
 

•         Use this system to set up a fabulous income of $10,000 
to $25,000 a week without any employees, office, 
overhead, business plans, bank loans or even the need to 
leave home! 

 
What’s more, the Steiger Strategy is so reliable and so 
consistent that you will meet or exceed your win goals 
time after time without fail!  
   

 
“Thank you for giving me an advance look at 
the Steiger Strategy. I used it this last week 
in two casinos near Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
 
“I played blackjack and roulette and won!  
“I went home with $23,000 more than I 
brought and that’s after all my expenses.  
 
“The Stegier Strategy is startlingly good!”  
Jim H. Broomfield, Colorado 
 
 

   

 
Here’s How the Steiger Strategy Will 
Perform For You!  
You can walk up to any table and immediately start playing 
the Steiger Strategy. 

You won’t have to scout for the best tables. 

You won’t have to review decisions or look for special opportunities. 
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Just walk up to your favorite blackjack, craps, roulette or baccarat 
table. 

Buy in for the correct amount for your level of play. 

Then start playing. 

   

The strategy works the same way for online play.  Just log 
on to your favorite online casino (or one of ours if you don’t 
know where to play) and start playing. 

One of the most amazing things about Steiger’s Auto-Flow Betting is 
that while it sounds complicated, it’s not. 

You simply go with the flow of the game and then use Steiger’s rules 
to set up your bets. 

You don’t have to track long strings of bets. 

You don’t have to write anything down. 

Or skip rounds of play. 

Or, make calculations of any kind. 

Just follow the flow, apply a few simple rules, and you will be wining 
a majority of your bets. 

   

Steiger Bet Selection Is So Effective That 
You Can Win Making Flat Bets!    
Most winning systems require that you vary the size of your 
bets to win.  You don’t have to do that with the Steiger 
Strategy. 

If all you want to do is make $5 or $10 or even $25 flat bets you’ll still 
win. 

Just follow the flow of the game. 

And place your bets using the Steiger formula. 

It’s really that simple. 
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If you are tired of having to use betting systems or progressions, 
you can just pick your size of bet, stick with it and still win. 

I consider this the ultimate tribute to the real power of Steiger’s 
amazing Auto-Flow Formula for bet placement. 

However, when you are ready to move up to the big time, you’ll want 
to add the Hammer Bet to your play! 
 

This is a professional level system priced at 
a small fraction of its true value.  
Right now we are running a Special Limited Offer where you can get this 
Turnkey High Profit, Low-Risk System for 80% off the list price.  But 
don’t delay.  You must order right now to get the Special Price for 
this Very Special Strategy!  

  

Click Here for Instant Access to  
Lex Steiger's Secret Strategy  

 

http://www.gamblersbookcase.com/SteigerStrategy/
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Six-Bet Betting System! 
Six-Bet Betting Overwhelms 
Roulette, Craps & Blackjack  

   

”$35 Is All The Bankroll You Need to Win $1,110 
an Hour With the Six-Bet System! 
 
 
 

The Six-Bet Betting System was originally 
developed for a billionaire who wanted to win 
back his losses at baccarat.  
Based on his success this system is outstanding.  He won back his losses 
and more.  

But, the Six-Bet Betting System is a whole lot more than a high-roller 
baccarat strategy!  

It literally tears up the games of roulette, craps, mini-
baccarat, Sic Bo and even blackjack.  

And, it wins super fast using a tiny bankroll!  

 
The Six-Bet System Is Easy To Use And Is Very 
Powerful!  

• You don’t have to keep track of decisions.  
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• You never have to write anything down.  (I used two chips to guide 
me through all of my play.) 
 

• It doesn’t take much money.  As you know, $35 is all you need for $5 
play. 
 

• It is not hard to use.  Can you count to six?  Then you have half of 
the system down. 

 

And, it has a couple of secret weapons that put it in a category way beyond 
other systems – 

They are Strike Bets and Six-Bet Coups! 
 
 

      

 
“The Six-Bet Betting System is a stunner!  I 
quickly grew $35 to $27,000 following your 
recommendations.  I have now settled into 
playing at Bovada Casino  making $25 bets.  I 
am averaging $1,194 an hour.  I am very 
pleased with this strategy.” 
 
John B. – Indianapolis, Indiana 
 

 
Strike Bets Kick The Winnings Into Overdrive! 
 
The Six Special Bets are all you need to win with the Six-Bet 
System.  However, under certain circumstances you will change 
one of these bets into a Strike Bet! 

When the time is right you will turn a regular bet into the more powerful 
Strike Bet. 

Strike Bets are bets that are higher than normal.  Certain circumstances 
“set up” each Strike Bet.  

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJxJ2S2XzlgW2Nd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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I am not talking about parlaying a win or a simple progression-regression 
move. 

The Strike Bet is only made when it is favored to win! 

This bet provides much of Six-Bet Betting's ability to bring in wins so 
quickly. 
 

Think of it this way – 

The Six Special Bets are enough to win.  When the Strike Bet is added, you 
not only win but you win at blazing fast speed! 
 
The Strike Bet is designed to kick up the win rate.  And it does this with 
proven efficiency! 
 
 
 

Locking Up Wins With Six-Bet Coups! 
 
The other secret weapon used by Six-Bet Betting is the Six-Bet 
Coup! 

The Six Special Bets are designed to quickly win Six-Bet Coups. 

A Six-Bet Coup is a profit goal easily reached by combining the Six Special 
Bets with the high winning power of the Strike Bet. 

Tested over thousands of rounds of play in real-life games, we determined 
that it takes just 9.3 rounds of play to win a Six-Bet Coup. 

Now, that may sound like a lot of wagers to win one coup. 

Except for one thing I forgot to mention – 

Winning one Six-Bet Coup is all it takes to wrap up a winning 
game. 

  

Now Let Me Put This Together For You! 
You will play craps, roulette, mini-baccarat, baccarat, Sic Bo or 
blackjack using Six Special Bets. 
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Then, when the time is right you’ll add the High-Profit Strike Bet. 

And, the object of all of this firepower is to win the Six-Bet Coup. 

And, each coup win is the same as winning a game. 

The combination of Six Special Bets along with the 
Strike Bet and Six-Bet Coups is so Powerful that 
online games are wrapped up in just two minutes! 

 
Players Using This System Are Winning Millions of Dollars! 
Players using Six-Bet Betting are making large sums of money 
very quickly. 

%$firstname$%, it doesn’t matter if your favorite game is roulette, craps, 
baccarat, mini-baccarat, Sic Bo or blackjack. 

You will win faster, with a smaller bankroll and with greater confidence with 
the Six-Bet Betting System! 
 
I have reserved one copy of Six-Bet Betting for you. 

And, if you act right now you can get this new super 
system at 80% off the regular price. 

 
 
 

http://www.gamblersbookcase.com/SixBetBetting/
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Mobile Casino! 
 
Would you like to play online from your cell phone?  
Bovada/Bodog has an excellent mobile casino.   Just Click on 
the Image below for Instant Access! 
 

 

http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYJ9vogD-9VLhmNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
http://record.bettingpartners.com/_luyjU1b9iYIT_nZEz9H7IGNd7ZgqdRLk/1/
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